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BC hosts second Splash event
BY DANIEL TONKOVICH
Heights Editor
Over 450 high school students gathered
College?s campus yesterday for

on Boston

the University?s second Splash event. The
number of participants represents almost
double the number of students that participated in the inaugural BC Splash event
in November.
BC Splash provides area high school
students the opportunity to take classes
taught by college undergraduates. BC is
among a select numberof schools hosting a
Splash program.Othersinclude MIT, Stanford, the University of Chicago, Harvard,
Duke, and New York University.
?Spring Splash was a huge success,? said
Hanyin Cheng, a Splash director and A&S

?l2. ?The participation numbers validate
us as a legitimate programand as a new
campus tradition. It is not just an event,
but a platform to share interests with other
students. It is about instilling excitement

BC Trustee
investigated
by SEC

among participants, about perusing individual interests, as well as providing them
with exposure to a college environment.?
The increase in participants was attributed to greater organization and expanded
marketing efforts.
?This time, we increased marketing
to schools, directly marketing to schools
around the area,? said Megan Shein, a
Splash director and A&S ?l3. ?We also increased our marketing to parents. Overall,
with one event?s worth of experience, we
were more organized. We were more prepared for what to plan for and expect.?
In addition to the increase in high
school participants, students this year
came from not only the Boston area, but

CSOM professor
under scrutiny
BY DAVID COTE
Heights Editor
University Trustee Richard Syron, BC
?66, recently received a Wells notice from
the Securities and Exchange Commission

also from Vermont and Maine.
?This is one of the fastest growing
Splash programs in the country,? Cheng
said. ?It usually takes about a few years to

build a successful program, but we have
PAMPAN zHANG / HEIGHTSSTAff

See Splash, A4

BC?s second Splash event, hosting over 450 high school students, took place yesterday.

BAEZA RECEIVES ROMERO AWARD

(SEC) for his involvement in the Freddie
Mac controversy, a possible indication that
an enforcement action from the organization is forthcoming.
Syron, who is also a professor in the
Carroll School of Management, served as
CEO of Freddie Mac from 2003 until his
termination in September of 2008.
Freddie Mac, more formally known
as The Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation, is the nation?s second largest
mortgage buyer. The company is a government-sponsored enterprise (GSE), which
operates as a secondary market in home
mortgages.

Recently, the U.S. government has
begun investigating Freddie Mac and its
sister company, Fannie Mae, for allegedly
shady disclosure practices regarding the
company?s investment in high-risk loans.
Investigators allege thatFreddie Mac failed
to warn their investors about the serious

risks associated with subprime loans, an
issue which may have contributed to the
recent economic downturn.
In 2003, Freddie Mac was accused of
accounting irregularities, which raised
suspicion from theOffice of Federal Housing EnterpriseOversight. When Syron was
installed as CEO later that year, he was
given the duty of improving the company?s
practices and cleaning up their accounting
and disclosurerecords.
In 2008, both Fannie and Freddie collapsed, along with the financial market,
and received more than $l5O billion in
government aid to stay afloat. That same
year, Syron testified in front of the U.S.
Senate Committee on Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs regarding his company
and financial market instability amid calls

See Syron, A4
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JesusDamian Baeza, LSOE? 12, (pictured) was the recipient of this year?s Oscar Romero Scholarship, awarded to outstanding juniors from BC?s Latino community.

19th annual Oscar Romero Scholarship banquet honors JesusDamian Baeza
BY PHILIP MCHARRIS
For The Heights
AND TAYLOUR KUMPF
News Editor
The Oscar Romero Scholarship Committee selected JesusDamian Baeza, LSOE ?l2, as this year?s
recipient of its annual scholarship at a ceremony
held Saturday night in the Yawkey Center.
The Romero Scholarship recognizes a Boston
College junior whose life demonstrates an understanding of, and a commitment to, the values and
idealsinherent in the life of Romero, who served
as

the archbishop of El Salvadorbefore being as-

sassinated in 1980. Scholarship recipients must
demonstratean outstandingrecord of involvement
in service to the Hispanic community at BC and in
the wider community.
Each year, the committee selectsthe recipient of
theprestigious scholarshipfrom a pool of applicants.
The committee, composed of students, faculty,and
administrators, was formed in 1992 to award a
scholarship in memory of Romero. The Jesuit community, with the help of thelate Rev. John Dinnenn,

S.J., donated the funds for the initialaward. Today,

the University supports the award.
Baeza was selectedfrom a group of threefinalists
chosenby the scholarshipselection committee. This

year?s finalistsincludedBaeza, Stephanie Gonzalez,
A&S ?l2, and Vieira Vargas, alsoA&S ?l2.
The committee selected Baeza as the candidate
that most exemplified the ideals Romero fought for
in El Salvador. Baeza majors in English and human
development and hopes to become a high school
counselor. He has chosen this profession to help
others fight ?the negative stigma of being a young,
Latino male in high school,? he said in a statement.
Baeza has participated in the ALC Volunteer
Corp Immersion Trip, where he helpedraise $20,000
for the Mississippi DeltaRegion. He alsovolunteers

AP fILE PHOTO

Richard Syron, former CEO of Freddie Mac
and BC Trustee, could face civil action.

See Oscar Romero, A4

Sustainability a top priority Campaign urges use of conflict-free minerals
State of the Heights discusses BC going
BY ADRIANAMARIELLA
Assoc. News Editor

departments? initiatives in sustainability.

Heights Staff

required to submit documentation that

This week the UGBC Senate will vote
the Americans
for InformedDemocracy(AID) and Boston
College for the Congo promoting a campaign aimed at only consuming technology
known to be conflict mineral-free.
This initiative supports understanding
howbeing a responsible consumer impacts
the globalcommunity. David Willner, AID
board member and A&S ?l2, said that the
war raging in the Eastern Congo between
the Congolesearmy, rebel groups,and the
Rwandan army has economic motives and
that tin, tungsten, tantalum, and gold have

See Sustainability,A4

become conflict minerals, which are used
in the electronic equipment many college

The State of Sustainability at the Heights,

Members of EcoPledge, Sustain BC, and
the UGBC were also in attendance.
William Corcoran, associate director of

sponsored by the UGBC, the Quality of
Student Life Committee (QSLC) andthe Of-

Procurement Services, explained that it is
one of the responsibilities of the Procure-

fice of the Vice Presidentfor Student Affairs
(VPSA), was held in Devlin 008 Thursday
night to present and discuss issues regarding
sustainability on campus.
Representatives from Boston College
Procurement, Information Technology
(ITS), Transportation and Parking, Dining Services, Sustain BC, Residential Life,

ment

Facilities Management, Energy, Landscape
and Grounds, and Buildings and Master
Plan, spoke about each of their respective

BY REBECCA KAILUS

department to set standards for sustainableproducts and services used at BC.

?In thegroupsthat we dealwith, whether
it be Facilities or Capital Projects Management, Athletics, ITS, our goal is to try to
theirobjectives,? he said.
Within the department itself, Corcoran said that the vendors that BC uses are
meet

on a proposalpresentedby

students consume.
?The Congo is rich with these minerals.
An armedgroup will take controlof a mine,
and once they takecontrol of the minerals
theysmuggle them into the othercountries,?
Willner said.

asking BC as an institution to take a stance
on conflict minerals, to lend they?re voice.
It?s not a boycott. We just want to take an
ethical stand on the issue,? Joyce said.
Because BC is a large consumer of technologicalequipment, Willner said that it is

While manufacturers, engineering
companies, and importers are under the
scrutiny of the U.S. government and must
prove that the origins of their materials

important that the University takes a stand

come from countries other than these
areas of conflict, materials are still being
purchased from these areas.

Jayson Joyce, co-president of AID and

said that the goal of the Conflict
Mineral Campaign at BC is to prompt the
A&S ?l2,

University to take an ethical stand on the
issue.

?In

terms

of what we?re doing, we

are

on this issue.

?We just want the University to issue
of support. That alone would
pressure technology companies as we are
such a largebuyer of technology. A lot companies are doingthis already, like Apple, trying to trace their minerals. They know that
consumers already care about it. We want
to step up the pressure. Stanford and West
a statement

Minster did this last year,? Willner said.

See Conflict Minerals, A4
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things to do on campus this week

dante?s ?divine Comedy?

1

Teacher accountability

Peace Corps Celebration

Today
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Devlin 101

apublic reading of
Dante?s Divine Comedy,
with Michael Papio, aprofessor at
the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. Bilingual texts will be
distributed.
Enjoy

2

Tuesday
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Murray Room

3

Celebrate the 50th

Jefferson?s religious freedom

Wednesday
Time: 12 p.m.
Location: Campion 139

Come to the 4th Annual
Endowed Chairs? Colloquium
Series: Two Perspectives on
Teacher and Administrator Accountability, sponsored by the
Lynch School.

Anniversary of the

Peace Corps. The evening will
include music, food, activities,
speakers, networking, and

more.

FEATURED ON CAMPUS

BC professor directs 'FREYA!'

4

Wednesday
Time: 4:30 p.m.
Location: Brighton Campus

Stop by a lecture by
Thomas E. Buckley, S.J. called
?Thomas Jefferson?s Statute for
Religious Freedom: ItsUnintended
Consequences.?

economicsLecture

5

FOUR DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

Wednesday
Time: 4:45 p.m.
Location: Devlin 008

Enjoy a lecture by Ayhan
Kose, the assistant to
the director in the IMF research
department, called ?Emerging
Markets: Resilience and Growth
Amid Global Turmoil.?

In the News
University
Ohio State University to collaborate
with state prisons on food purchases
Accordingtoa reportby the AssociatedPress, Ohio State
University and the Ohio state correction?s department
are in theprocess of putting togethera proposal to collaborateon food purchases in orderto save money. While
the exact potential savings cannot becalculateduntilthe
proposal is complete, prison representatives said that
buying in bulk could save $2 milliona year. The prison
currently spends $54 million a year whilethe university

spends about$2O million.

Local News
Fire on the MBTA Green Line
sparked by trash on tracks

Photo

courteSy
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Rachel Freudenburg, a BC professor, directedthe documentary ?FREYA!?, which was shown at a screeninglast week.

BY ROSIE CHANDLER
For the Heights
A screening of a documentary directedby RachelFreudenburg, a professor in the

German studies department,
was held at Boston College on
March 24 in Devlin Hall.
FREYA! recounts the story
of German resistance fighter
Freya von Moltke. Von Moltke
and her husband, Helmuth
James von Moltke, founded
the Kreisau Circle, a group
of German politicians, mili-

at a

conference on the topic
of German Resistance held

that Freudenburg produce a
film from the interview, and

at BC in the summer of 2002.

assisted her throughout its
production.
Thursday was the third
public screening of FREYA!
since its release in January.
The film originally premiered

Von Moltke spoke at the event.
?She was 90 years old and
not feeling well because of
the heat, so her performance
wasn?t as good as it could have
been. I wanted to interview
her to have her tell her story
when she was at her best,? said

tinguished individuals ?who
opposed the Hitler regime on

?This film allows
people all over Europe
and America to
appreciate [her story].?

democratic and humanitarian
grounds.? After its collapse,
von Moltke spent the remain-

Rachel Freudenburg,
Professor and director of

tary officers,

and other dis-

der of her life working toward

international understanding.
Her former estate in Kriseau,
Poland is now home to the
Kriseau Center for European
Understanding.
The film is based on von
Moltke?s last English-language interview, conductedby
Freudenburg in 2002. FREYA!
is significant because ?it is
done entirely in English,? said
Freudenburg. Most of the
publications regarding von
Moltke?s life are available only
in German, she said. ?This
film allows people all over
Europe and America to appreciate [her story].?
The idea for the film began

Freudenburg. It was not until

after she had conducted the
interview that Freudenburg
decided to create a film with
the footage. ?The emotional
impact would be quite a bit
greater than a scholarly article,? said Freudenburg.
?The advantage of film is
you have the facial image of a
person speaking as an eyewitness,

illustrated with archival

at the Goethe-Institut in
Boston as part of a tribute to
von Moltke, held in memorial
of the first anniversary of her
death in 2010. The event was
co-sponsored by the German

Consulate.
The Thursday night showing allowed students and
faculty members at BC to see
the film. Freudenburg fielded questions from audience
members after the screening.
It was important that this
opportunity was made possible, Michalczyk said. ?It fits
with the Jesuit teachings of
BC. [Von Moltke?s] legacy is
one that is helping people to

understand that when there
is an injustice you must take
risks and responsibility. You
must act and not be blind to
injustice.?
FREYA! is currently unavailable on DVD, though ?it
has the potential for wider
distribution,? Michalczyk

said.
?I hope for it eventually to

footage. The story becomes
very vivid,?

said Professor
John Michalczyk, co-chair
of the film studies department, who first suggested

be made available at other
universities and at the Kreisau Center in Poland,? Freudenburg said. n

A Wednesday night fire on the MBTA Green Line
has sparked an investigation. Around 7 p.m., trash
on the tracks caught fire near the Coolidge Corner
stop. Rather than stopping the trolley, the inspector waved the trolley operator over the tracks with
passengers onboard. So far no disciplinary action
has beentaken against either party, though Richard
Davey, MBTA generalmanager,said that an incident
such as this will not happen again.

On Campus
Men?s hockey teams up with St.
Columbkille School in Brighton
Recently, members of the Boston College community,
including some of its most prominent student-athletes,
havetakena special interest in the St. ColumbkillePartnership School in Brighton, first opened in 1901. Five
yearsago when it was on the verge of closing,BC donated
susbstantialmoneyto keep theschoolopen to the mostly
needy students who attend school there. Since then,
many BC students, including the men?s and women?s
hockey teams as well as the basketball team, visit the
school often. The members of the men?s hockey team in
particular are mentors to the fifth grade students.

National
Single-engine plane crashes
during airshow in Florida
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) Authorities say a singleengine stunt plane broke formation during an airshow
in Florida and crashed, killing the pilot. CarlLaundrie,
a spokesman for Flagler County, told The Florida TimesUnion that thecrash happened Saturdayafternoon.The
Florida Highway Patrol identified the pilot as 58-yearold William Walker of Cookeville, Tenn. Walker was
flying a Yak-52, which was originallydesignedas a Soviet
warplane and now is popular at airshows. It wasn?t im-

mediately clear what caused thecrash.

Source: NatioNal
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Police Blotter
3/11/11 3/24/11
?

Friday, Mar. 11

police cruiser.

5:01 p.m. A report was filed regarding
a motor vehicle observed operating at a
high rate of speed near Campanella Way.

2:54 p.m.

?

The operator was identified. A detective is
investigating.

A report was filed regarding a
subject feeling ill in Cushing Hall. The subject was transported to a medical facility by
Armstrong Ambulance.
?

Friday, Mar. 18

A report was filed regarding the
investigation of a delayed report of sexual

12:06 a.m. ? Areport was filed regarding an
attempted larceny of an item inside a motor

7:52 p.m.

vehicle in the Newton Lots. A detective is
investigating.

Monday, Mar. 21

7:08 p.m.

?

harassment.

will be stored at BCPD Headquarters for
safekeeping.

a past larceny in

investigating.

Tuesday, Mar. 22

3:52 p.m.

2:30 p.m.

?
A report was filed regarding an
injured subject in Devlin Hall. The subject
was transported to a medical facility in a

?

A report was filed regarding
the Plex. A detective is

?Hanson.?
?lsabella Biedenharn,
A&S ?ll

CORRECTIONS

?
A report was filed regarding a
suspicious subject in the Cushing Lot. An
extensive searchof the area yielded negative

results. A detective will follow up.

A report was filed regarding a
noise complaint off-campus. The subjects
were advised to turn down their music.
9:13 p.m.

?

?Source: The Boston College
Police Department

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most
effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through
Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2011. All rights reserved.

Thursday, Mar. 24
2:04 p.m.

Wednesday, Mar. 23

?0.A.R.?
?Katie Remy,
CSOM ?ll

A report was filed regarding a
subject feeling ill in CorcoranCommons.The
subject was offeredmedical care butrefused
medical treatment.

?

?

?What act would you like
to see for Modstock??

?

8:50 p.m. A report was filed regarding
found property in Stuart Hall. The property

11:23 a.m. A report was filed regarding
found property in Merkert Chemistry Center.
The owner later responded to BCPD Headquarters to retrieve their property.

Voices from the Dustbowl

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Dan Ottaunick, General
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

?Lupe Fiasco.?
?Leigh Monahan,
A&S ?l2

The article ?Cataracs sell
out Plex? in the March 21
edition incorrectly referenced the DJ group jDubs
as DJ Dubs. The group?s
members are John Pierson, CSOM ?l2, and Jon
Übnoske, A&S ?l2.
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A call for Residence tidiness to be enforced by BClean

men to

C.A.R.E.
JOSEPH PASQUINELLI
As many of you mayknow, this
week is Concerned About Rape Education (C.A.R.E.) Week, sponsored

by the Women?s Resource Center
(WRC). According to the event page
on the University Calendar, the goal
of C.A.R.E. Week and the surrounding events are ?to raise awareness
about sexual assault, support
survivors in solidarityand educate
the community about issues sur-

BY DANIEL MORRISON
Heights

Staff

Students moving out of theiron-campus
residences in May will beheld more accountablefor the tidinessof theirresidences as the
result of structural policychanges enactedby
the Office of Residential Life (Reslife), Facility Services, and the Volunteer and Service
Learning Center (VSLC).
BClean, a program created as a result
of the new policy changes, will replace
Cleansweep?a volunteer program run
through the VSLC since 1991, in which
Boston College students and faculty volunteers assist students in the moving out
process and donate furniture, electronics,
and miscellaneous items at the end of each
academic year.
The new program, which will take place

BY DANIEL TONKOVICH
Heights Editor

community.
Because the events are largely
about issues facing women, the men
may not have much of an interest
in attending and supporting the
female population of our campus.
Let me assure you that, ?these issues
don?t affect me so I don?t need to
go? is not the right attitude to have
about this week. Violence against
women?and that is what sexual

dio analystandformer quarterback
for the Cincinnati Bengals, New
York Jets, and Arizona Cardinals,
addressed a gathering in the Yawkey
Center on Friday afternoon as part
of the Winston Center?s Chambers
Lecture series. Esiason shared his
perspective on leadership and adversity as learned from his 14-year
NFL career and as a parent.
Esiason began the lecture humoring those in attendance with
a tale from Super Bowl XXIII

community as a whole. Itis important to recognize that what happens
to one memberof our community
happens to us all. A campus that is
not safe for women is unhealthy and
in need of change.
Being a man is not about how

many curls you can do, how many
shots you can take, or how many
women you have slept with. Rather,
being a man is about demonstrating strength of a different kind. It is
about having the strength to stand
up for those who cannot do so for
themselvesand demanding that others do the same. To be a real man,
we must stand with our sisters who
have been harmed and workfor an
end to mistreatment of women by
males. Men, we have an obligation
to care, to support, and to work for a
BC that is safer for women.

Caring for the female members
of our community begins with educating ourselves abouttherealities

of sexualassault. Studies show that
one out of every four college-age
women willbe the victim of sexual
assault or attempted sexualassault.
BC is not an exception to this. We
must recognize that this phenom-

enon is a reality here before we can
work towardmaking it a shameful
part of our past. Another thing
men must remember is that women
are not at fault. Men are often the

perpetuators of the violence, and
women are the victims. No woman
has ever askedto be raped. To

suggest thatshe ?was asking for
it? demonstrates ignorance and a
complete lack of sensitivity.

C.A.R.E. Week is an excellent
opportunity for men to support
all women of BC?those who have
been victims and the others who
may become victims. One of the
best ways men can show their support is by attending an event this
week. If you attend only one event, I
hope that you will attend Take Back
the Night Wednesday evening on
O?Neill Plaza. Hearing the stories of
survivors is very powerful, and there
is also an opportunity for men to
takea pledge to support women and
prevent sexualassault in the future. I
willbe disappointedwith the men of
BC if there are not at least 500 of us
at the event that vow to makeBC a
safer place for women.
Finally, men, we must act on
this vow. Not only does this mean
not harming women ourselves, but
also stopping other men who may
sexuallyassault a woman. If we see a
stranger getting too touchy or forcing himself ona woman, then we
should doour damnedest to prevent

material,? said Mike Jednak, directorof Facility Services.
?BC will charge, in the range of $5OO, students wholeave items in theirresidences and
fail to leave theirresidences in ?broom-swept
condition?,? said George Arey, directorof Re-

items to charitable organizations stationed
on campus.

?We are looking for
students to become more
accountable in bringing out
their own material.?
Mike Jednak,
Director of Facility Services
?We are looking for students to become
more accountable in bringing out their own

slife. Residencesdo not need to be as clean as
they were upon student move-in, Arey said,
but clean enoughso thatfacility services can
take care of what they need to do.
In addition, BC will offer students the
opportunity to pay a third-party service, approved by BC, to clean students? residences
and pack up students? belongings. ?It willbe
far cheaper for students to pay for the service
than to pay the $5OO fine,? Jednak said.
Miscommunication between Cleansweep
volunteers and Facility Services has in the
past led to instances wherefacility services
workerswould carry items out of residences

Another factor driving this year?s

changes

were the difficultiesof finding enough volunteers for Cleansweep and locating sites for

donated items, said Dan Ponsetto, director
of the VSLC.
?Our student volunteer pool was so depleted because many of the underclassmen
were already gone,? Ponsetto said.
Ensuring an efficient move-out process
is critical to meeting housing needs for
the summer and early fall. Many of the
residences on Lower Campus plan to house
1,500 alums as part of a five-year reunion a
week after Commencement, with the first
orientation session the following week.
?The better we start, the better the
residences are for students coming back to
campus in September,? Jednak said. n

Esiason continued to speak of
adversityin his professional football
career, including the challenges
of leading the 1987 NFL players
strike.
?I wanted to prove something,?
he said. ?I was the highest paid
player and thereforethe player representative because I could not be
cut. I rememberstanding out with a
picket sign, but I was part of a team
and I never violate a commitment to
a team. It was aboutfightingfor the
lower players.?
Esaison also spoke of his children, especially Gunnar, A&S ?l3,
as being his inspiration. In 1993,
Gunnar was diagnosed with cystic
fibrosis. The diagnosis prompted
Esiason to establish the Boomer Es-

Boomer Esiason, CBS Sports stu-

when he, as the Cincinnati Bengals quarterback, faced the San
Francisco 49ers. He spoke of the

inherent leadership responsibility
of quarterbacks and his response
to the loss of the game in the final

?I was tenth string
quarterback when I
arrived at Maryland.
Talk about an ego
blow. Talk about overcoming adversity.?

minutes.

?For quarterbacks,leadership is
what you are judged on,? Esiason
said. ?It is about how you deal with
adversity. It is about knowing and
appreciating that not all decisions
will work out well. For the game,
I was selected to be the man by
Disney that should we have won
would have been saying ?We are
going to Disneyworld.? I remember
standing on the sideline going over
my lines for the commercial, but
as soon as [Joe] Montana threw
the touchdown pass, the cameras
were headed to the otherside of the
field. The loss was unfortunate, but

Boomer Esiason,
CBS Sports studio analyst

DAniel lee

/ heights stAff

life is full of experiences. Itis full of
events that will define you, whether
as a QB or a CEO.?
Esiason continued, speaking
about the impact his father had
on his development,recalling his
father?s actions after the death of

Boomer Esiason, CBS Sports studio analyst, spoke Friday about the lessons he learned in his 14-yearNFL career.

his mother.

meanso much to me. It is the people

?To talk about someone who
has made a real difference in my
life, when I was seven years old, my
mother diedfrom cervical cancer,?
he said. ?My father, two older sisters, and I remained. Even though
my father lost the love of his life,
his priority was his children, including me as a seven-year-old.He
sacrificed much for me. He gave me
everything.?
Stressing the importance of
spending time with loved ones, he
spoke of his father bringing home
ticketsfor sporting events.

and experiences that define me.?
Esiason also spoke of the challenge of overcoming adversity,
providing stories from his football

?It

was not

the games that were

important, but about spending time

with those you love,? he said. ?For
him and me, it was about spending
time with our kids. My children

career.
?I was a star high school athlete
without a scholarship offer until
I was playing basketball and my
abilities were noticed,? Esiason
said. ?I was recruited for football

while playing basketball. I visited
University of Maryland and left
having signed a letter of intent. I
was recruited for football while
I was running around on the

court.?

the quarterback
coach and spoke my mind.?
Esiason?s tirade on the tarmac
resulted in a meeting with thehead
coach the following morning. The
tarmac. I went up to

Esiason, however, noted the

challenges he faced as a college athlete.
?I went from being a star in high
school to being on a team with 110 meeting ended with Esiasonretainpeople,? he said. ?I was tenth string ing his position on the team.
?I told him you have to keep me
quarterback when I arrivedat Maryland. Talk about an ego blow. Talk because you have no one else,? he
about having to overcome adversity. said. ?He later left Maryland,but he
It took me over two years to get onto
taught me what it was to be tough
the game field.?
and overcome adversity.?
He recalled that even in his third
Despite his successes later in his
year at Maryland, getting time to years at Maryland,including a win
play even when other quarterbacks of the Atlantic Coast Conference
title, Esiason continued to face adwere injured was a challenge.
?It was my third year,? he said. versity in his football career. Think?It was the third quarter versus ing he would be the number one
Vanderbilt. The two quarterbacks draft pick out of college, he ended
before me got injured, but I still did up being tenth overall in thesecond
not goin. I was out ofcontrol on the
round of the 1984 NFL Draft.
new

iason Foundation to fund research
to find a cure for cystic fibrosis. To
date, thefoundation has raised over
$lOO million dollars.
?[The diagnosis] is about understanding that we are all in this
together,? he said. ?That is what
[my] dad told me and that is what
I have told Gunnar. We are selling
a dream and the dream is working.
The foundation is not only about
the future, but it is about honoring
theprevious support and work that

has brought the research to where
it is today.?
Summarizing the impact of
personal experiences on his life,
Esiason quotedShaquille O?Neal.
?It was Shaq a player, an entertainer, and a pop culture figure
who said your life is defined by
your experiences,? he said. ?It is
those experiences that will make
you stronger or make you weaker.
My experiences have made me
stronger.? n
?

?

BC grad presented John A.
Mass. National Guard
Dinneen, S.J. award for service holds ceremony in Conte
of the Romero Scholarship Committee who was
responsible for the acquisition of the initialfunding
from the BC Jesuit community in 1993.

BY MOLLY LAPOINT
Asst. News Editor
The Archbishop Oscar A. Romero Scholarship
Committee of Boston Collegehas named Ilyitch Nahiely Tabora, BC ?O5, as the 2011recipient of the John
A. Dinneen, S.J. Hispanic Alumni Community Service
Award, accordingto a press release.
The Romero Scholarship Committee has recognized a student each year since 1999in honor of the
late Rev. John A. Dinneen, S.J., a chartered member

Tabora was recognized for her commitment
thousands of Latino students and English language learners (ELL) in the Boston Public
Schools as associate director of the Talented and
Gifted (TAG) Program at the University of Masto serving

sachusetts, Boston.

Shebecame a coordinatorof the TAG Program
at UMass-Boston in May of 2003, havingpreviously
served as a teacher, tutor, and student. TAG?s mis-

him from continuing this behavior.
Even more frightening than stop-

sion is to ensure that Boston Public School Latino
students and ELL excel academically,socially, and

ping a stranger is stopping a friend.
It can be difficult to pull aside a
friend and tell him his behavior is
inappropriate. You may get called

personally, so as to improve their ability to succeed
in high school and at the postsecondary levels.
Tabora has helped to secure more than $330,000 in
new grants to develop and expand TAG?s various
programs, such as the PANAS Mentoring Program
andtheTAG Summer Program for English Language
Learners, both of which have been recognized nationally and locally for best practices in service to
Latino and ELL students.
Tabora studied sociology and minoredin Latin
American studies at Boston Collegeand graduated
cum laude from the Collegeof Arts and Sciences in
2003. While completing her undergraduate studies, she enrolled in BC?s GraduateSchool of Social
Work and studiedcommunity organizing. She was
a memberof theboard of the Organization of Latin
American Affairs, led aservice trip to theDominican
Republic, and interned at theDudley Street Neighborhood Initiative.In addition,she was a finalistfor
the undergraduateRomero Scholarshipin 2002.

a ?c?block? or worse, but you will

have the satisfaction ofknowing you
have donethe right thing and likely
your friend will eventually appreciate your intervening. If we are to call
ourselves men, we must begin acting
like men by showing the women
of BC that we are concernedabout
rape and that we will stand with
them if ever another male is a threat
to theirsafety.

Joseph Pasquinelli is a columnist
for The Heights. He welcomes comments at editor@bcheights.com

on overtime pay, Jednaksaid. ?This was very
costly to the University,? Jednak said.

Former NFL quarterback discusses leadership

rounding sexual assault.? Students
and faculty will be coming together
in an effort to make Boston College
a safer place for the women of our

assault is?does affect men and our

duringfinals and senior week, willask students
to carry out items from their residences on
their own and will allow them to donate

courtesy of

the office of news And

public AffAirs

Ilyitch Nahiely Tabora, BC ?O5, received the award.

BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Assoc. News Editor

and Middleboro and have all received
yearlong mobilization orders. They will
deployTuesday to Afghanistan in support
Yesterday, Boston College welcomed of Operation Enduring Freedom. This
over 690 United States servicemen and
send-off marks the largest deployment
women to Conte Forum for a send-off
of this size from Massachusetts since
ceremony, held by the Massachusetts World War 11.
National Guard.
The soldierswho were sent off at this
The soldiers, who are a part of the Ist ceremony will be replacing 670 soldiers
Battalion 182 Infantryregiment, are from fromMassachusetts who have been servarmories located in Melrose, Braintree,
ing in Afghanistan since August 2010. n

nimm
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Richard Syron under investigation
Syron, from A1
for increased government regulation. The testimony was dedicated
to helping the committee find the
proper balance between over and
under regulation of the housing
market.
?As to the question of whether
Freddie Mac supports regulatory
reform, the answer is, ?Yes,?? Syron?s
testimony reads. ?We have long said
thatregulatory reform is neededto
ensure continued public
and investor confidence in the GSEs.?
However, Syron warned the
committee that the company was
?very concernedabout the efficacy
of legislation that imposes more
and deeper-targetedhousing goals
?

?

on the GSEs, as well as additional

duties and penalties.?
Seven

months after Syron?s

testimony, the Federal Housing
Finance Agency announced that
both Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae
had been put under government
conservatorship. One executive

called the move ?one of the most
sweeping government interventions in private financial markets
in decades.?
Although Syron himself has not
commented on the investigations,

his attorney told The Washington
Post thatFreddie Mac made accu-

disclosures during his tenure
as CEO. Attorneysfor otherexecutives declined to comment.
When contacedfor an interview,
Syron was unable to comment on
the situation at Freddie Mac or his
recent Wells notice.
Syron has not been accused of
rate

wrongdoing during his five-year
tenure as CEO of Freddie Mac,

nor is he the first executive to be

marked for the investigation. According to The New York Times,
Daniel H. Mudd, former CEO of
Fannie Mae, also received a Wells
notice, along with at least three
other executives.
Since their collapse in 2008,
Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae
have both been on the brink of
disaster. Their existence has been
precariously saved by increasing
government support. According to
Times, Fannie recently requested
$2.6 billionmore from the Treasury

Department. Freddie requestedan
additional$5OO million.
Last month, Treasury Secretary
Timothy F. Geithner said thatboth

companies should be wound down
and eliminated, a statement which
points to an ominous future for the
failing giants. n

Kevin

as an orientation leader. Beaza said
in the statement that he believes,

PAMPAn
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Second splash draws larger crowd
Splash, from A1
achieved significant success in our
first year of operating.?
Teamwork was also noted as
a factor in the program?s quick
success.

?We have an excellent team
organizing the event, complementing each other very well,?
Conor Sullivan, a Splash director
and A&S ?l3, said.
Classes offered ranged from
the academic, such as ?The Egyptian Revolution,? to more unconventional topics such as ?Boys,
Bras, and Body Language? and
?The Art of Poker.?
Not only did the classes offer
high schoolstudents the opportunity to learnabout topics not commonly taught, but also provided
undergraduates with rewarding
experiences and challenges.

?It is a great way for undergraduates to show their interests
and passions about topics while
getting high school students
excited about higher education,?
Shein said.
?We learnedmuch from teaching,? said Megan Trentman, teacher of ?The Art of Poker? and A&S
?l4. ?We not only learned about
the students, but learned about
the amount of preparation time a
single class requires to make sure
it is filled with interesting and
meaningful content.?
?We worked hard to present
gaming as a fun experience and
safe to dowhen done responsibly,?
said Tim Peterson, teacher of ?The
Art of Poker? and A&S ?l4. ?It was
an opportunity to tell themabout
the gameand strategies.?
Program directors also said
they see the Splash program as

closing the academic and social
life gap at BC.
?Undergraduates teaching a
variety of classes based on individual interests and passions
shows others that teaching a class
and pursuing interests in specific
areas, academic and not, is not

nerdy,? Cheng said. ?It is hopefully
changing the attitudes on campus
abouttalentsand interests, exposing them for others to enjoy.?
With recent success Cheng
noted the program?s long-term
developmentplan.
?After the first class, we presented before the University?s
Board of Trustees and received
a great response,? he said. ?In the
coming years, we are hoping to
growthe event in not only size, but
also length. We are also working

Conflict Minerals, from A1
Due to thefact that BC is a Jesuit
University, built upon the principle
of men and women for others, Joyce
said this is all the more reason for
BC to take a stand on this issue.
?BC is a uniquepositionbecause
of our heritage and we are an institution that buys a lot of technology,?
Joyce said.
BC has had a history in supporting ethical campaigns in the
products it consumers. All clothes
sold in theBC Bookstores are certified, sweat shop-free. In addition,
Dean?s Beans Coffee, served in
some of the dining halls is a freetrade product.
?This campaign is similar to

the Dean?s fair tradecoffee or the
BC apparel in the bookstores that
is sweatshop free. This was our
precedent. But our campaign is less
complicated since we don?t have

meeting about the campaign. We
showed a film, The Greatest Silence.
That?s how theBC for Congo group
got started. We?ve had an informa-

tion table at Carney?s Dining Hall
last week, justpassing out information,? Joyce said.
Informing student groups on
campus about the issue has been
a crucial way the group has spread
awareness on conflict minerals,

memberssaid.
?The biggest way is connecting
with other student groups on campus. We got in touch with UGBC
presented to them,and got a lot of
general support. We presented at
the GLC meeting the good thing
about those groups is that the
students are involved in so many
different things. We hope it will

spread through the student body

that way,? Willner said.
The group has alsoreached out
to the faculty for support, memto change our behavior,? Willner
bers said.
said.
?We also hope to get faculty
Willner said that the campaign support,? Willner said. ?We have
to end conflict minerals in techsupport from six faculty members,
nology is similar to the conflict including Stephen Pope, Rhonda
Fererick, Crystal Tiala, Hiroshi Nadiamond campaign.
kazato, Kathleen Hirsch, andDavid
?It?s like the global blood diamonds campaign. We used this as Hollenbach. Professor Hollenbach
a modelbecause when consumers
has been active on this. He?s been
began finding out their diamonds spreadingawareness on his own in
were coming from conflict areas
his classes.?
there was a certification scheme
In order to support the camto make sure their diamondswere
paign, Joycesaid students can help
conflict free. That helped bring byspreading theword of theatrocithose wars to an end,? Willner said.
ties taking place in the Congo and
?If companies step up their pressure the impact globalconsumerism has
and make sure that their minerals had on this war.
are conflictfree it won?t endthe war
?We are alwayslooking for more
but it will end the funding of rebel volunteers, just spreadingthe word
groups. That?s how we are all conabout the issue. Its really just a
nectedto it. This is our opportunity matter of telling people, as far as
tot end the war.?
direct action there are links that
In addition to urging the Unithey can send an e-mail to their
versity to take a stand, Willner and favorite companies telling them to
Joyce both said that the goal of the do more for their technologies that
campaign is to spreadawareness on they aren?t supporting the mineral
campaigns,? Joyce said.
campus about the issue.
?We had a basic information
While this is a new initiative,

?it is important for the incoming
AHANA freshmen to see someone
they may better relate to [in a]
leadershiprole.? While studying in
Madrid, Baeza facilitated activities for Moroccan children at the
local YMCA. In addition, Baeza
is the captain of the dance troupe
Fuego del Corazan, about which
he said, ?One of the most important aspects of being a member is
being able to share a part of my
culture with the BC community.?
Baeza also co-directs the Latino
Student Recruitment efforts of the
Organization of Latin American
Affairs (OLAA) and is a McNair
Scholar.
This year marks the 31st anniversary of the assassination of

Joyce said that he hopes it will
continue next year and result in the
University taking an ethical stand
on the issue.
?This is a new initiative, we
launched it this semester. We?re
prepared for it to go into next
semester. We hope by the end of
this semester that the University
will make an official stand and the
UGBC senate passing a resolution,?
Joyce said.
Willner agreed that since an

ethical stand has not beenreached
by the University, the campaign
will continue.
?It will last until we reach our
goal, until BC issues a statement

Romero. The late archbishopwrote

from the Committee was theirconfidence and support,? he said.
Hart also offered words of
wisdom to the three finalists. ?Re-

and spoke passionately about the
need for Christians to work for
justice, and he frequently faced
threats from those opposed to his

flect on your life?s aspirations, and

ideas. In March of 1980, Romero
was shot and killed at the altar by
a deathsquad whilecelebrating the
Eucharist during mass.
The scholarship pays $15,000
toward senior year tuition for the
winner. In addition, all finalists in
the competition also win scholar-

know that you have the support of
not only myself, but everyone else
in the Romero Committee who
agreed with their love that you
deserve to be where you are right
now, in this room, surrounded by
your friends, family, and closest
loved ones,? he said.
?As we set the world aflame, we
try our best to live in the legacy of
Romero and recognize that we may
not be able to change the world
alone,? he said. ?But with our own
flames we blaze the path of love
upon a world in need more and
more everyday for people such as
yourselvesto continue the struggle
for the liberation of oppressed

ships of up to $3,000.
Last year?s award recipient,
George Hart, A&S ?ll, spoke about

what theaward meant to him. ?The
most valuable gift I received from
the Romero Committee was not
the $l,OOO gift card to the Bookstore, so I could buy Abuela a BC
Snuggie, and it wasn?t thefact thatI
finally got a picture with Fr. Leahy.
The most valuable gift I received

peoples around the world.?

Sustainability,from A1
discardedfurniture from largeconstruction projects has beenrecycled

and that the office supplies used
campus-wide are environmentallyfriendly. He also mentioned that in
a collaborationwith ITS, discarded
computer equipment is also efficientlyrecycled.
Dining Services also seeks to

silverware. We have can crushers
and cardboard compactors at all
of our main dining operations, the

By additionallyreplacing theold
Styrofoam to-go containers with
sugar-canenaturalfiber containers,
Dining Serviceshasbeen able to conserve 936,000 of these containers in
one academic year, Wechslersaid.
She also said that all napkins,
plates, and coffee cups are ecofriendly and that all foods scraps
are composted, both in the kitchen
and after the food is thrown awayby

Environmental Safety group to
manage that stuff and you can go to
the recycling website to learn more
about how we handle special and
potentiallyhazardous things.?
He also spoke about ITS?s initiatives to reduce paper, including
charging students for only one page
if they choose to print on bothsides
of the sheet of paper.
GeorgeArey, associate directorof
ResidentialLife, andRobertPion, the
project planner from the Buildings
and Master Plan department,both
spoke aboutinitiatives in renovations
and futureconstruction sites to make
them more environmentallyfriendly.

students. These effortshaveresulted
in a reductionof waste from 14 tons
to between nine and 10 tons a week,
on average.

Dining Services also visits each
farm or manufacturer from which
it purchases food products from in
order to ensure their use of sustainable practices, she said.
Christopher Carpenter, director
of ITS, spoke about ITS?s initiatives
to reduce paper as well as recycle

equipment effectively.

four largest ones, and that helps us
decrease the volume in all of these

?It?s been a long time until any
one thought it was okay to throw

areas.?

awaya computer ora computer com-

Gina Bellavia, associate director of
Groundsand Athletic Maintenance,

also spoke about smarter sprinkler
systems that will conserve water in
the coming monthsand more environmentallyfriendly ice control. n

MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY

Stay on Track

with Summer Sessions

Both Joyce andWillner said the
student body has been responsive
to this initiative.
?The general reactions were
that they [the student body] was
shocked, and asked, ?What can we
do??? Joyce said.
Willner agreed that the student
body has been interested in the

?When we had the information
table last week, a couple people
came up and told me that they had
read a bookabout mineral exploitation in the end of the 19th century.
And they found out through the
news that it was still going on in a
different way and they wanted to
do whatever they could to help,?

Willner said.
On a campus, where everyone
carries their Ipod with them, Willner said that it is important to the

study body to understand where
their technology comes from.
?I think a lot of people are in-

More than 800 courses
Summer Sessions at Montclair State University can
keep you on track to graduation. Undergraduate and
graduate courses are offered in sessions ranging
from 3 to 12 weeks and meet on campus or online.

View the
Summer
Online Today!

Earn up to 15 credits

a

Our convenient, accessible location makes it easy
and affordable to earn credits en route to graduation
and still enjoy your summer.

a

Registration

a

Go to montclair.edu/summer and submit your
Visiting Student Information Form today.
Course registration begins April 13.

LEARN MORE
Scan with your smart phone.

Contact us via e-mail at summer@montclair.edu.

terested in where a lot of products
are coming from,? Willner said. ?I

love my Appleproducts, but I think
that?s an even more of an incentive
to get involved.? n

n

ponent on this campus, and that goes
for toner cartridges andbatteries as
well,? Carpenter said.
?We work very closely with the

of support for companies to investigate their supply chain,? Willner
said. ?We have at least anotheryear
to get that done.?

topic.

editor

Administration sets standards
for use of sustainable products

recycle as much as possible,Director
HelenWechsler said.
?Dining doesabout 23,000 transactions a day,? she said. ?We focus
on developing more educational a lot on how we can reduce, reuse,
outreach programs.? n
and recycle all things that impact
[students] and whatthey eat. We recycleglass, plastic, metal,cardboard,
mixed paper, grease, ink and toner
cartridges, cups, plates, and plastic

Group encourages BC to take a stand

heights

Junior recognized at annual
Oscar Romero, from A1

Due to the greaterorganizationand expandedmarketing efforts, BC Splash is one of the fastest-growing programs.

hou /

Baeza, an English and human devlopmentmajor and captain of Fuego, hopes to become a high school counselor.

Montclair, NJ 07043

?

montclair.edu/summer

?

973-655-4352
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HELP WAntED

HELP WAntED

RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS
Females who are currently bulimic,
age 18-45, not taking medications
(with the exception of oral contraceptives) are sought for a study
of behavioral ratings and blood
hormone levels. Eligible participants
will receive $lOO for two outpatient
visits at Beth IsraelDeaconess
Medical Center. Study funded by
the National Institutes of Health
MORE INFORMATION PLEASE
CONTACT Sandy Hannon-Engel
Ph. D.(c) RN, CS at 508-274-0671
,

or CCK@bc.edu.

REAL EstAtE

Have you thought about adoption? Loving and devoted married
couple hoping to adopt. We hope
you will consider us in your options.
To learn more, please call us tollfree at 1-877-841-3748, or visit our
website www.roseanneandtim.com.
Please be assured all conversations are held in strict confidence.
With gratitude, Roseanne and Tim.
TUTOR WANTED for basic
programming class. Must know JaScript and Action Script. Call (617)
655 8196 for more details.

va

TOWNE ESTATE 10-minute walk
to BC. Available 9/1/11, NO FEE
by owner. Modern 3 bed, 2 bath, 2
park, swimming pool, AC, h/h water
included. $12,500. Call (617) 2563306.
CLEVELAND CIRCLE Available
9/1/11. NO FEE by owner. Best
value! Modern, large 2-3 bed, eat-in
kitchen, d/d, new bathroom, hardwood flooring, h/h water included.
$1,850. Call (617) 256-3306.

-

I woke up
holding a

pizza box,
that?s who
I spent the
night with.

Directions: The Sudoku is playedover a 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9 slots,
some of

which are empty and need to befilled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must
follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Higher standards should
apply not only to students

?I choose my friends for their good looks, my acquaintances for their good characters,
and my enemies for their good intellects. A man cannot be too careful in the choice of
his enemies.?
Oscar Wilde

Misuse of Quia is a small issue in the context of the larger
problems facing the romance languages department
The College of Arts & Sciences requires with the way in whichforeign language classes
students
its
to demonstrate foreign language
are taught at BC.
Some of these classes are taught like high
proficiency at theintermediatelevel.Although
it is admirableforthecollegeto hold itsstudents school language courses. Theyrely on Powerto such a high standard, it must also hold Point, poorly monitored groupactivities, and
the foreign languagedepartments to certain homeworkreviews, allofwhichdo not necesstandards.
sarily help students advance their language
The romance languages and literatures skills. Moreover, many of these entry-level
classes are taught not by professors, but by
departmentrelies heavily on the onlineworkbook, Quia. The website offers a variety of doctoralcandidateswho areforced to stick to
exercises for students and then grades them rigid syllabi in order to keep all of the classes
immediately upon submission. Students in uniform. There needs to be a much bigger
some classes have recently been warned that emphasison conversation.If thefaculty memcutting and pasting the correct answers after bers want theirstudents to be proficient, then
theirfirst attempt andthenre-submitting them classesshould besmaller and studentsshould
be in aconstantdialogue around aroundtable.
is cheating.
Whileonlinetextbookscan be an effective Quia canbe an ineffectiveband-aidforflaws in
tool in other subjects like science and math, theromance languagedepartment?BCneeds
they are not effective in teaching foreign torip thatband-aidoff and begin scrutinizing
languages, which should be taught through howits students learn foreign languages.
conversation. These exercises can cause stuThe cost of four semesters of foreignlandents to look at these classes with a negative guageinstructionat BC isrougly $20,000. Isthe
attitude.Studentsfrequently see theseexercises valueof theromance languages andliteratures
as ?busy work.?
department classes, with their reliance on
While students should not simply cut Quia, really worth the extravagant cost? The
and paste the correct answers, their response Heights answers that importantquestion with
to these online activities reflects an attitude a resounding no. We feel that the romance
among students that must be brought to languages and literatures department needs
the attention of the administrationand the to emphasize dialogue and the ability toreadromance languagedepartment?these online ily communicate in a foreign language. While
exercises are tediousand may not significantly thereshouldstill be an emphasison grammar,
contribute to student?s language skills. This is using Quia as the primary toolhas proven to
a legitimategrievance.Students are frustrated be ineffective.

Aim to make Green Week
theme observed all year
Subtle changes that appeal to students can push students to
pratice the philosophy of Green Week all year
This week marks the lastweek of Boston continuedsuccess of the greeninitiative.
In light of the interest in sustainability
College?s Green Month promoting schoolwide sustainability. Throughout the month this month, as demonstratedby both the
of March, differentprogramsandinitiatives UGBC and independent groups around
have takenplace aroundcampusin an effort campus,we ask theadministrationto match
to raise environmentalawareness.However, that concern. A few suggestions: Stop solely
it was theactivismfromgroupsindependent carrying Smart Water in dining halls and
fromtheUGBC whose efforts we wouldlike provide a bottled water that is more envito commend. It is the interest for change ronmentally conscious. Also, start selling
exhibited by these groups around campus Nalgenebottles in dining hallsinsteadof just
that we feel makes the difference.
the BC Bookstore.
The ?I?d Tap That? stickers handed out
Reusablewaterbottlesthat are substantial
in the Quad were just one example of the in sizeand are of the quality of the onessold in
successful projects thathave takenplace. All the bookstorewouldbe an excellentwayfor
students around campus should ask thempeopleto use dining bucks andreducewaste.
selves if they are doing all they can towardthe If theadministrationdecidesto initiatethese
cause of sustainability. CorcoranCommons typesofprograms,properadvertisementand
now sorts its own recycling, compost, and promotionofsustainableoptionsshouldalso
garbage due to failed student attempts at take place. It is important for informationto
sorting theirown waste. The success ofboth be published about new projects to ensure
studentgroupsandindividuals will add to the the community takesadvantageof them.

Practicing global
responsibility
As a generation of major consumers of technology, students should be
concerned with the origins of their products
Recently, universities across the United
States have begun circulatingpetitions to
limit the use of conflict minerals in electronicdevices.As a Jesuit Catholic university
thatisconscious of globalissues, itis imperative thatBoston Collegebe progressivein its
support of theUGBC and its effort to add BC
to the growinglistofuniversitiesrecognizing
the issue of conflict minerals.
In theDemocraticRepublic of the Congo,
wars are being fought and peopleare being
killed and abused every day as warlords
mine tin, tungsten, tantalum, and gold, and
sellthe mineralsfor aprofit.Although most
students are unaware of it, these minerals
are used in cell phones, computers, light
bulbs, and otherelectronic equipment that
students use everyday. Because today?s college students use these materials so often,

The Heights feels that it is theresponsibility
ofBC students to be engagedin helping the
oppressed workers in the Congo and other
areas by asking companies to investigate
their manufacturers? mineral import accounts. Although manufacturers, importers, and engineeringcompanies are already
required to prove that the origins of their
minerals are from places other than the
Congo, a secondary check by theelectronic
companieswould ensure thatthe materials
in theirproducts were obtained humanely.
As students graduate fromBC and move
on with their lives, technologywill become
increasingly prevalent in their day-to-day
actions. Because of this, The Heights feels
that the student body must address the issue early on and support the UGBC in their
proposal.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Lack of accent marks is a lack of awareness
G?day. I was thankful for the recent excellentarticleabout
the exhibition Binding Friendship: Ricci, China and Jesuit
Cultural Learnings stagedby my class. Part of thatexhibition
includes an original musical composition written by music
professor Ralf Yusuf Gawlick. The title, Quando il Fiume
Giallo si acchiarara(Frammenti ricciani), includes an accent.
I was informed that The Heights policy was never to include
any accents. As one who teachescultural diversity courses,
this practice is as poor as the University routinely calling studentsof Chinesebackground by theirgiven name firstrather

thanby theirfamily name (who is thebasketballerMing Yao?
Pray tell?) Thus, not to revisit this policy, especiallyin light of
the advanced language software available now, reduces The
Heights to an antidiluvian, culturally biased, provincial rag.
Not happy, John and that?s a culturalreference right there.
-

Jeremy Clarke, S.J.
Professor, History Department

THE ONLINE BUZZ
Reprinting reader comments from www.bcheights.com, The Online Buzz draws on
the online community to contribute to the ongoing
In response to ?Athletes or Actors,? Feb. 27, by
Gustafson:

C.J.

This article is all types of moronic. First, you really
think the name of a king?s seat is the past participle of the
verb ?to throw?? I quote: ?... it encourages athletes to sit
upon a thrown of hypocrisy.? Next time, before you write
a self-righteous,elitist column, you should perhaps have
it proofread by someone who has taken an English class

theory is a hypothesis that has withstood testing. Intelligent design is based on magic, and cannot be tested at
all. How much credibility can you hope to garner without
even knowing what a ?theory? is?
Also, why are you not content to pollute the minds of
your own children, and leave mine alone? Science class
is for science, not for thinly veiled attempts at religious
indoctrination.?Anonymous

above the third grade level.
I also find it amusing that your article about athletes?
In response to ?Frustrated Seniors Form ?Revolution,?
greed coincides with the close to imminent lockouts in both Feb. 24, 2011 by Daniel Tonkovich and Joseph Pasquithe NBA andthe NFL. Cause of said lockouts?Owners denelli:
manding more money (in the NFL?s case, 18 percent more,
which is only $1.4 billion, no biggie) from the players. And
Approximately 30 years ago, Boston College began a
campaign to transform itself in order to become a more
you?re choosing now to write about greedy players?
Thirdly, what the HELL does Justin Tuggle?s Twitter geographicallyand socially diverse community. You now
have to do with this? You ask, ?Is it degradingto address see the bitter fruits of your labors. Now like the phoenix,
people as my followers on Twitter when you?re just a you must destroy yourself to become reborn, according
college athlete?? Um, no. It?s never degradingto call the to these free thinking individuals! Forget the football,
people that subscribe to your Twitter ?followers,? because hockey, and basketball successes! Boston College has a
guess what? That?s what they?re called! That?s what Twitgreat tradition in the local Boston community and hister decided to term it. That?s like asking if it?s degrading tory.As we now see, all change is not always for the better!
?Anonymous
to call it Twitter.
Your attempts to undercut Tuggle and compare him
to the ?divas? of your article are fruitless. He tweets a few
pointless sayings about making money and hustling, and
states his affinity for tattoos. Is that really that offensive to
In response to ?On the Session,? Feb. 24, 2011 by Zak
you? He doesn?t tweet about his ?every move.? And if you Jason:
don?t like his tweets, you don?t have to followhim at least
he?s not like you, using a widelycirculated college newspaThis is so incredibly true and extremely well written.
Kudos to you, Zak, for having the guts to tell people that
per to voice your idiotic opinions. ?Anonymous
a Mod party isn?t an outlet for drunken soul divulging.
...

In response to ?Teaching the Controversy,? Mar. 2, by
Clara Kim:

There is

no

?Anonymous

?theory of intelligent design.? A scientific

READERS NOTE:

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity,brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted

to the newspaper.
Submissions must be signed and should include theauthor?s connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and
columns can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to
editor@bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights,
113 McElroy Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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Giving up and gaining
Thumbs
Up
JOHN BLAKESLEE
Showdown Arguably the
best annual on-campus event
outdiditself once again, blowing the mindsof nearly a third
of the undergraduatepopulation with the best hip-hop,

?This is called a positivity bracelet,?
my friend said as I struggled to cut my
grapefruit one morning in the Rat. ?Every
time I say something negative, I have to
switch the bracelet to the other wrist

Latin, Hawaiian, and Indian
moves in the Northeast. Next
year could only be made better by equipping the hosts

Lent.?

?

with better microphones.
Most of what we?re sure were
just absolute knee-slappers
were completely lost to the
hundreds sitting in the nosebleeds.
Nick Swardson A definite
Thumbs Up to the UGBC for
bringing together two of the
best things in life last Friday: comedy and free tickets.
Given that on the very same
night our sports souls were
being swiftly crushed back in
the Midwest, the timing could
?

not have been any better.

Fuego It?s a great time to be
Hispanic. The very-deserving ALC Showdown winners
?

shocked and awed Saturday
night, casually flipping each
other in the air and twisting
theirbodies in inhuman ways
while executing some of the
hardest dance moves in the
entire world. It was definite
inspiration to go bust an inferior move in the Mods after

so I?m

mindful of my negativity. It?s for

?That sounds pretty annoying,? I
replied, now attempting to cut my

grapefruit at

an angle so as to increase

my chances of extracting

the citrusy
goodness.
?Yes, it?s very annoying,? my friend
said as she appropriatelymoved the
bracelet from the left to the right hand.
?But I promised my aunt I would give it

a

try. What are you giving up for Lent??
This is somewhat of a difficult question for me. For years, I have always

chosen things to give up for lent that
were not particularly difficult. Or I would
give up something that I thought was
clever. ?I am giving up fish,? I wouldsay,
?so that it is necessaryfor me to eat meat
on Fridays.? Much of my decisionfor
what to give up for Lent was an attempt
to find some

loophole in the system. I

think I had always secretly hoped that
God would see what I was doing and
grin with approval toward my cleverness
before turning to His lawyers to demand
that the loophole be closed in time for
the next Lenten season. This year started
off no differently.
After an unfortunate mouthwash
accident, I had lost my taste buds for

several days. I was swamped with work
and generallymiserable.Most conversations I had with peopleconsisted of me

my friends and the peoplearound me
in ways that go beyond their specified
roles. I made a conscious effort to ask

complainingabout things. After about
a week my taste buds returned and my
work eased. I began to think about my
behavior from the previous week.Looking back I could not believe how incredibly self-absorbedI was. Never once did I
ask one of my friends how their week was
going. The more I thought about it, the
more I realizedhow often I get caught up
in my own life to the point of ignoring
others around me.
This does not just happen during
stressful weeks. It is something most of
us do.Think ofhow many people just
seem to fulfill a certain ?role? in the ongoing drama that is your life. You could
probably boil some of your relationships

themhow they are feeling about specific
things. Instead of just saying, ?How
you doing?? and getting the automatic,
?Good, how are you?? I?ve started asking
friends how their relationship is going
or if they have been stressed out about
that hard class I know they are taking.
The most surprising thing I have noticed
is how quickly peopleare willing to
open up and talk to you. With the right
amount of prodding, a person who might
have otherwise said they were having a
good day, will open up and talk about a
problem in their life that has been troubling them.This is not to say you should
go around assaulting all of your friends
with questions, accusing them of being

down to simple, character descriptions.
One of the most obvious examples of
this is your parents. Most of us think of
our parents in a completely unreasonable way. We treat them as if they were

depressed. But it is surprising how many
people are just waiting for someone to

not regular people who had

their own
dreams, disappointments, and desires.
On a daily basis, they are concerned with
things besidesfulfilling therole of ?parent? in our life.
We do this with our friends too.
Maybe someone in your life is the ?funny

guy? or the ?roommate.? They have a
designatedrole and any deviationfrom
thatrole can feel disconcerting. But
these are people with lives of their own.
During any given week, they have things
about which they are excited or stressed.
Maybethey have a new crush or are
scared about graduating. Recognizing
this is the first step to getting to know
someone in an authentic way.
Thus, for Lent I decided to give up
letting the little problems in life consume me and to start getting to know

gemof a show after we caught
wind of Steve Carrell?s departure, there?s reason to tune

in once again: Michael Scott
is engaged. Not only was the

Celebrity double standards

the embodimentof the awkwardness and vulnerability
that plagues us all. Here?s to
hoping the writers can keep

previously convicted man should probably not carry an unregistered weapon.
But when Lil Wayne was arrested for
possession of an unregistered gun, we
all donned ?Free Weezy? T-shirts, and
thought it absurd that he had to cancel
concerts and appearances. If we didn?t

the momentum going for

Carrell?s last show and help
ease the blow of ?life after
Michael.?

?

between courses?) to disgusting food (four soggy shrimp
on a roll, a po? boy is not), this
establishment is the definition of kitchen nightmare.

Hockey The pain. The
embarrassment. The shock.
Words cannot even begin
to describe the way Friday
night?s 8-4 loss to Colorado
College felt, watching as the
men?s hockey team shot their
chances of beingback-to-back
national champs. The only
consolation is looking to the
future?there?s still next year
and there?s still Jerry.
?

GOP 2012. Thought to the
end of the world to some and
the beginning of it for others,
is right around the corner
and the GOP is still lacking
?

for a clear frontrunner for

the presidential election. The
party favorite, Mike Huckabee, who currently holds an
overwhelming lead in terms
of popularity, is still on the
fence about running and his
focus on social versus economic issues, which could
be a killer in the end. TU/TD
is strictly independent, but
we?d like to see a fight with a
worthy victor for the spot at
the top in 2012.

story. He was sharing a part of his life
with us that did not include his ?role? as
our professor. In doing so, he gave everyone in the class a glimpse of who he is as
a man and connected with his students
on a deeper level.
There are some weeks where you are

opinions@bcheights.com.

episode itself delightful, but
it achieved in giving hope to
humanity, seeing as Scott is

House of Blues Restaurant
Billed as the best option
before grabbing a show at the
neighboring concert venue,
the House of Blues Restaurant
is an outright disaster. From
poor service (are the waiters
ducking into the concert in

how he met his wife. Everyone instantly
perked up and was interested in the

recognizing that those people in your life
aren?t characters in a sitcom. Thus far, this
has been thebest thing I have ever done
for Lent. So, good. I think I will stick with
it long after Easter comes around.
John Blakeslee is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at

For those of us
who wrote off this one-time
?

Thumbs
Down

puts your own problems in perspective
and makes you realize that you are not
the only character in the drama.
It is exciting to get to know people
this way. The other day, a professor of
mine shared with our class the story of

going to be too busy to sit around and have
meaningful conversations with people, but
at the very least, it is rewarding to begin

the show.
The Office

ask them, ?Has anything been bothering
you lately??
Not only has this allowed me to understand my friends in a new way, but it
has also been therapeutic for me. When a
friend talks about something that excites
them, it reminds me of how exciting life
really is. When they talk about something that is bothering them, it is rewarding to help them through the problem. It

like his music and he wasn?t such a
major figure in pop culture, most of

MARYE MORAN

us probably wouldhave been fine

One man is dominatingFacebook,
Twitter, the news, and conversations:
Charlie Sheen. Why? Because he?s going
crazy.
Sheen has been making entertaining comments to say the least, but his
behavior is certainly not rational. If he
was someone we knew personally, we
would not be laughing and quoting him.
We wouldbe scared and pity him and

his family.
Celebrities are held to different standards. For some reason, we just don?t
think of them in the same way we do average people. If any of us met Lady Gaga
on the street, and she was not the wellknown celeb that she is now, we would
think that there was somethingseverely
wrong with her. We would probably
cross to the other sidewalk, text all of
our friends that we saw someone strolling downthe road covered in meat, and
potentially notify authorities. Since she?s
Lady Gaga, though, now we wouldall
run up and ask for her autograph, calling her outfit ?creative? and ?brave.?
Really, once you hit a certain level of
fame, you can get away with more. If a
39-year-old man with a wife and three
children was open about constantly
doingdrugs, we would think that?s horrible. To have young children hear about
their dad smoking all the time? Not OK.
Unless that man is Snoop Dogg.
And though gun control laws are
constantly debated, a large portion
of the population wouldagree that a

Party Time

with

locking him up.
When celebrities do act normally,
they still get treated differently. Us
Weekly magazine has a popular section
called ?Celebs They?re Just Like Us?,
showing pictures of celebrities going
about their daily lives. Why are we
expected to be shocked when ?they take
out the trash!? and ?they pick their kids
up from school!?? Are they supposed to
hire someone to get their McDonald?s
for them, and we should admire that
?they get fast food too!?? The same undo
credit goes for celebrity marriages. If
a movie star?s marriage lasts over a
month, it?s a cause for major praise. Yet
for the average person we know, it?s just
?

expected.
These different standards certainly
goboth ways. We definitely critique

celebritiesfor things that wouldbe
acceptable for our friends, neighbors,
and acquaintances. When Alec Baldwin
yelled at his daughterover the phone, it
caused a major public uproar. Obviously, it wasn?t his finest moment, but
what parent hasn?t at some point gotten
frustrated with their child? We all have
our moments of aggravation, but for the
rest of us, that isn?t aired on E! News
and viewed a quarter of a million times
on You

Tube.
And we expect celebrities to be these
beautiful creatures, withoutcellulite
or out-of-place hair. At the NBA finals
game last year, when theLakers played
the Celtics at TD Garden, Celtics fans

BY BEN VADNAL

chanted ?ugly sister? at Lamar Odom,
who had recently marriedKhloe Kardashian. True, we?re all thinking it, but if
you just happened to know a family with
three daughters, you wouldn?t just go
makefun of the least attractive. It would
be totally out of line. But celebrities
aren?t real people, right?
I?ll admit that I am one of those one

million people who started following
Charlie Sheen on Twitter just 25 hours
after he made the account. I watch the
You Tube clips, and quote him, and may
or may not have attended a Charlie
Sheen-themedparty (extended to a
superhero theme since, as the hosts put
it, he?s everyone?s superhero).But if he
was someone I know, I would be deeply
concerned.
We all hold celebrities to a different standard, not necessarilyhigher
or lower. And this is not just because
we care about everything that someone famous does. We Facebook stalk
our friends, and their friends, and that
friend?s boyfriend. Really, we care about

what everyone is doing, and if tabloids
covered all BC students, I?m sure we?d
all be reading.
But we wouldn?t be shocked to see
these people acting like us, wouldn?t

laugh to hear about one of them having
a mental breakdown, and would pity the
children of the druggies, not just shrug
it off. We wouldn?t feel like we have
the right to point out any weight gain
or loss, wouldn?t call them a horrible
person for getting into an argument, and
wouldn?t think it was at all okay for them

egg costume. Despite what
we think, though, celebritiesreally are
people too. Just a bit more ridiculous.
to wear an

Marye Moran is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments
at opinions@bcheights.com.

Building
chemistry

ZAMIN HUSAIN
College puts friendship to the test
in many ways. Living habits, eating
habits, and study habits all contribute
to what constitutes a good friend, and
as everyoneknows, housing may be
the ultimate test of friendship yet.
However, there is an often over
looked aspect of college that should
be taken into consideration not only
in terms of friendship, but also as an
interpersonal dynamic as a whole. It
is a burden of studies and student interaction that plagues many students
who are subject to the natural science
core and pre-med track. It is lab.
Lab works in a very surreptitious
fashion. It creeps upon us only once
a week (for those of us fortunate
enough to be in only one lab), but it
does exactly that: creep. After getting
done with lab, the soul is set free, or
so it thinks, for a week.
This terribleweight that has been
crammed into the back of your mind
only ever reveals itself the day before
lab is due. Consequently, the day before the lab is spent entirely focused
on lab.
Such a high concentration on lab
reports, formulas, and theories that
you haven?t learned in the actual
science class results in a torturous

evening that causes the mind to
repress any lab-related thoughts until
the next week in which the vicious

cycle returns.
The day before lab is the worst
day of the week. You call up your lab
partner praying with a sliver of hope
that she felt inclined to start or finish
the lab. She didn?t. You meet up in

the dorm common room and divide
the lab up, trying to pick up the easier
sections of lab or if anything at all to
avoid the forsaken ?Calculation? section. You end up taking it. You listen
to fratmusic.com, the one thing that
can give you a modicumof solace on
the dreaded lab day with the hopes
that one day, you will listen to these
songs at parties or on Spring Break.
You won?t though. Because you won?t
be at any parties, you?ll be working
on lab.
Sifting through the typos of a lab
manual to write a lab on a topic that
you haven?t learned in class and that
will be graded by a grad student who
hardly speaks English for a two to
four hour class that is only one credit,
is only the beginning of the stress. It
is who you are working with that is
often the most tense. The infamous
lab partner. Films from the ?9os gave
me romanticizedimages of the lab
partner. We timidly sit next to each
other on the first day, break a beaker
or two, laugh about it, wearing those
dorky goggles and aprons, but the
tackiness of it all is the charm that
fall in love and make
?we had chemistry? puns when we
are sharing juice boxes in the nursing
causes us to

home together.
What ?9os films didn?t tell me was
that labs don?t constitute me exemplifying my masculinity by dissecting
a frog, but rather, that they involve
two people in a study lounge late at
night, too tired to want to look good,
grouchy, complaining, and cursing
the lab TA left and right. Lab is just
not an attractive color on anyone.
At the very end of the lab, you are
taunted with the ?Sources of Error?
section. Of course the real answer is:
inept lab manual, inept lab equipment, inept lab partner. Conveniently,
inept everything except yourself. Instead, for the sake of your grade, you
discuss things that no one really understands. It just makes the lab sound
smarter if you have the term ?parallax
error? thrown in somewhere. Unfortunately, no matter how hard you try,
you will never get that elusive ?A.?
Perhaps the primary cause of error
is that rather than following the lab
directions, it is much more enticing
to try your own experiments. Trying
to think of creative ways to use liquid

nitrogen, pendulums, catapults, and

number of chemicals and metals
often causes the mind to wander away
from the mundane task of measuring
the radius of a wheel.
In college, lab is possibly the
greatest stressor in a student?s life.
Whether you are having a housing
a

crisis or a midterm in a couple of
days, you can alwaysrely on lab to
add to your problems.

Zamin Husain is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at

opinions@bcheights.com.
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Not even Jon Hamm can save this crazy and vapid 'Sucker Punch'
BY ALEX BERNSTEIN
For The Heights
A taste of Sucker Punch that is

highly

representative of the entire film: four gorgeous girls, adorned with heavy makeup,
revealingoutfits, and heavymachine guns

board a helicopter to start something
called ?Operation: Kitchen Knife.? An old
man with a
Sucker Punch:

c+

puckered

Zack Snyder

face shouts
out after
them, ?One
more thing
write
a
don?t
check with
your mouth you can?t cash with your a?!?
They smile back at him andfly awayinto a
futuristic background. Such is the logic of
Zack Snyder, directorof 300, Watchmen,
Warner Bros.
?

Dawn of theDead, and now, Sucker Punch,
a two-hour cinematic orgy of brutality,
eroticism, and vapid moralization.

The story followsthe intrepidBaby Doll
(Emily Browning), a girl who has lost everything. Her motherdies, and her wicked
stepfather imprisons her in the Lennox
House for the Mentally Insane, a dank
gothic mental asylum run by psychiatrist,

Dr. Gorksy (Carla Gugino), and the evil
head orderly, simply named, Blue Jones
(Oscar Isaac). Worse still, BabyDoll learns
that Blue has arranged for a mysterious
doctor(Jon Hamm) to give her a lobotomy
in just five days. But Baby Doll and four

other imperiledpatients are determinedto
break free. By delvingdeep into a fantastic
worldof her own creation, under the guidance of a Wise Man (Scott Glenn), Baby
Doll tries to procure the items she needs
to escape. She and her daring crew must
embark on an epic quest to escape their

impendingfates.
However, they never do. What could
have been a well-craftedplot with a shocking ending is anything but. The movie
is a string of clumsily connected action
sequences, riddled with orcs, dragons,
World War II bombers, robot samurai,
and, of course, Nazi zombies. Unfortunately, these action scenes don?t even
occupy much of the movie. Snyder makes
the fatal mistakeof trying to build anemo-

tional frameworkaround the characters.
Let?s face it, once you have a supermodel
murdering legions of undead Germans
with a giant robot that has a pink bunny

painted on it, there is no real need for
character development. And whileSnyder
spends much of the movie following Baby
Doll andher scantily clad companions, the
glaring lack of acting abilityand the script
negates the impact of these scenes. His
mistake was trying to turn Sucker Punch

something more than
action-filled spectacle.
into

an

indulgent

Do you remember the point of 300?
Do you even care? No. King Leonidas
has a Persian soldierstuck threefeet into
his spear while his buddies eviscerate a
rhinoceros. It is perfectly okay to make
a purely exploitative action film. Not all
movies can be, or even should be, Citizen
Kane or 12 Angry Men. And Snyder?s films
do have some good qualities. The action
scenes are often incredibly engaging,
with dynamic camera shots, inventive
scenarios, and gratuitous levels of gore.
Snyder has that signature airbrushedlook,
extreme contrast of light and dark, and
abundance of lens flare. So why does he
attempt to mask this indulgent film with
platitude upon platitude? ?You should fight
for what you believe in...You are the master

of your own fate...? These hackneyed

?lnc.? explores pharmaceutical industry

COurtEsy Of

Emily Browning plays Baby Doll, a bleak, orphaned girl imprisoned in a mental asylum.
phrases are awkwardly spat out between
action scenes to give the story an illusion of

the unexplainedreality of the mental institution.All tied together in some incoherent

purpose. However, thecliches merely dilute
the raw inventiveness of the movie.
By the end of Sucker Punch, you will
probably have little idea what just happened. The movie?s plot structure is insane.
There is thefantasy of the epic battles upon
thefantasy of theburlesquenightclub upon

mess

that makesInception seem plausible.

Yet, despite its flaws, Sucker Punch is
not a terrible movie. Snyder retains
originality that you won?t get anywhere
else. So go see Sucker Punch. The movie
is crazy, fun, sexy, and doesn?t take itself
too seriously. n

BOX OFFICE REPORT
weekend gross

title

weeks in release

1. diary of a wimpykid: rodrick rules

24.4

1

2. sucker punch

19.0

1

3. limitless

15.2

2

11.0

2

5. rango

9.8

4

6. Battle: los angeles

7.6

3

7. paul

7.5

2

8. red riding hood

4.3

3

9. the adjustmentBureau

4.2

4

10. mars needs moms 3d

2.1

3
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Provocative and thought provoking, ?Orgasm Inc? addresses a hot button issue with a lightheartedapproach,creating an enjoyableexperience.
BY HILLARY CHASSE
Heights Editor
With a name that?s sure to turn heads
and catch manyeyes, the film Orgasm Inc.,
which premieredat the Coolidge Corner
Theater on Thursday, offers viewers much
more than the shock value the title might
imply. DocOrgaSm, Inc.

B+
B-

umentarian
ElizabethCanner Liz Canner
Astrea Media
has created

a thoughtprovoking and timely expose on thepharmaceutical industry and its relationshipto
the nature of modern disease.
The film focuses on the race between

the leaders in the pharmaceutical world
to create an FDA-approved cure to the

recently diagnosedfemalesexual dysfunction (FSD). Canner?s camera follows several aspects of this controversial project
throughout the course of the film, beginning with her former employers, the small
pharmaceutical company Vivus, which is
developinga female arousal cream.
Canner?s interest in the subject began
when she was hired by Vivus to create
erotic videos to show to patients during
the clinical research phase. For some inexplicable reason, Vivus allowed Canner
almostfull access to theiroffices and interviews with the company?s founder, CEO,
and spokesperson offer several insights
into the history and attitude surrounding

As Canner shows, FSD began to be
discussed as a serious medical disorder
shortly after the invention of Viagra and
other treatments for male erectile dysfunction, and the question Canner eventuallybegs is what came first, the chicken
or the egg, the disease or the cure?
Throughout the rest of the film, CanFSD.

ner follows several other unsuccessful
so-called ?cures? to FSD, including the
pink Viagra pill, as well as a testosterone

patch developed by Procter & Gamble,
both of which proved mostly unsuccessful and did not receive FDA-approval.

Interspersed through these clinical bits
are several women on varying sidesof the
debate, including a New York University
psychiatrist who argues against the need
for any medication in female sexuality,
a North Carolina housewife who is a
participant in a FSD research trial, and
a San Francisco curator of an antique vibrator museum. The breadth of this issue
is evident through these interviews and
the importance ofeducationon sexuality
is the ultimate message behind most of
their appeals against the pharmaceutical
industry?s approach.
Although the subject matter is heavy,
Canner?s lighthearted approach to both
her interviews and the style of the film
itself, which is not without its fair share
of innuendo, is what creates an enjoyable
experience as opposed to an overly selfimportant one, a problem that plagues

documentaries.The drawback of
this approach is that, at times, the film
can become overly silly, exemplified by
the animatedFDA-approvalrace between
differentFSD medications.Canner?s style
is often unpolished, but she was lucky
enough to find a topic that?s tabooimportance outweighs any technical missteps.
The CoolidgeCorner Theater?s screening on Thursday was followed by a question and answer session with Canner,
as well as several other stars of the film.
Canner spent muchof her time in Boston
whilefilmingand severalBoston locations
figure importantly in the storyline. Kim
Airs, founder of the Brookline sex boutique, Grand Opening,who was featured
many

in the film as an advocate for women to
have a more comprehensiveunderstanding of theirown sexuality, was present at
the screening alongside Canner?s own
gynecologist, Susan Bennett.
Bennett, who offered her medical
opinion of FSD in the film, told the

audience of many common problems
she sees with her patients that might be
more to blame for sexual dysfunction
than any diagnosed disorder. ?Women?s
sexuality is a tremendous sinkhole of ignorance for many women throughout the
world,? Bennet said. ?The vast majority of
women?s sexual problems can?t be cured
with a pill and to develop medicationfor
something that isn?t a real disease is just

wrong.?

4. thelincoln

lawyer

HARDCOVER FICTION BESTSELLERS
6. a discovery of
witches
Deborah Harkness
7. mindingfrankie
Maeve Binchy
8.river marked
Patricia Briggs
9. the paris wife
Paula McLain

1. sing you home
Jodi Picoult
2. the jungle
Clive Cussler
3. thewise man?s fear
Patrick Rothfuss
4. the girl whokicked the
hornet?s nest
Stieg Larsson
5. love you more
Lisa Gardner

SOURCE:Publisher?s Weekly
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?Water for Elephants? sports perfect casting with glaring exception
BY DAN SIERING
I?ve always been a sucker for period
films. I think it?s both utterly fascinating
and entertaining to step into a theater
and find yourself in a decade that you
never lived through yourself. It?s always
interesting to watch time-old topics
such as love and camaraderie played
out on a foreign landscape with unique
circumstances. It?s this type of thinking
thatattracted me to Water for Elephants,
an upcoming film that revolves around
a traveling circus during the Depression era.
After seeing a trailer for the movie,
which stars Robert Pattinson, Reese
Witherspoon, and Christoph Waltz,
during Christmas vacation, I elected to
read the book from which the movie is
based. With an interesting plot and a
sober view of the plight of the Great Depression, I was pleasantly surprised with
the novel, and I believe that the upcoming film adaptation, which opens April
22, has what it takes to be the first great
flick of the summer movie season.
Water for Elephants centers around

the life of young college student Jacob
Jankowski (Pattinson), whose life is

turned upside down early in the novel
when both of his parents die in a car accident. Not mentally capable of continuing his veterinary studies, Jacob leaves
Princeton and, in hopesof finding a new
life hops on a passing train. Jankowski
stumbles upon a traveling circus, fully
equipped with a wide array of animal

and human entertainers. Normally not
too kind to train jumpers, the ringmaster sees Jankowski?s veterinary skills as
invaluableand spares the young man.
While incorporating himself into
the daily happenings of the circus,
Jankowski begins to form a relationship
with August Rosenbluth (Waltz), the
initiallycharismatic, but ultimately terrifying head of animal entertainment. At
the same time, Jankowski sets his sights
on Marlena(Witherspoon), the enchant ingly beautiful horse charmer who just
so happens to be the wife of August.
Jankowski soon finds it hard to repress
his love for Marlena and contempt for
August, and the various conflicts in the
story begin to build on each other until
the plot reaches a dramatic and chaotic
climax.

The thing that makesme most excited
for this film is the casting. Waltz really
couldn?t be more perfect for this role. He

displayed many of the characteristicsof
August Rosenbluth when he played Col.
Landa in InglouriousBasterds, a performance that won him an Academy Award.
The Austrian actor has proven that he
can create a charming aurora around
truly haunting characters, a skill that
makes his performances all the more

frightening. As for Witherspoon, she is
one of thefew A-list list actresses who I
consistently enjoy, and I think therole of
theamiable yet emotionallyfragile Marlena is wellwithin her range. Although I
wouldhave favored Scarlett Johansson,
who turned downtherole of Marlena, I
still think thatReese can deliver a strong
and satisfying performance.

Andrew Garfieldauditionedfor the role
that Pattinson ultimately won. I find it
very interesting and somewhat illogical
that the filmmakers elected to go with
the Twilight star over two critically acclaimedyoung actors. Maybe the studio
was overly concerned about attracting
the coveted teenage female demographic. Whatever the reason, Jankowski is a
character that displays a wideemotional
spectrum, and Pattinson will have to

travel far outside his comfort zone to
nail the role. But Pattinson will most
likely be working with a solid script,
so I?ll give the young Brit a chance and
try my hardest to slide my disdain out
of sight when I go to the theater to see
Water

for Elephants.

Dan Siering is a Heights columnist. He
can be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

Now we come to the one casting

decision that leaves me scratching my
head, the now worldwide teen idol and
vampire phenomenon Robert Pattinson. Perhaps it?s that the majority ofhis
roles consists of him silently brooding
into the camera or that he?s rumored to
have a steady relationshipwith my biggest Hollywood crush, Kristen Stewart,
but I find it odd and unfitting to have
Pattinson squeezedbetween two presitgious and, dare I say legendaryAcademy
Award winners. Reports are that both

Emile Hirsch and Social Network

star

COurtEsy
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Witherspoon and Waltz play a circus couple travelling therails in ?Water for Elephants.?
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Asinine excels at bringing bawdy humor amidst rowdy crowd
BY JOE ALLEN
Heights Staff
How can nine people keep a comedy show going for an hour and a half?
Asinine, the onlyBoston College comedy

group that features both improv and
sketch comedy, successfully answered
this question over the weekend by bringing tremendous variety and a constant
sense of fun to its show, ?No Offense.?
The show?s cast consistently lived up

their group?s name by never taking
themselves too seriously. This decision
allowedfor some ridiculous skits(Pokemon Apocalypse, anyone?) that packed
big laughs into each of their short run
times. Thankfully, the Asinine troupe
realizes that much humor can be found
in the most inane subjects.
Through a hysterical opening video,
the comedy group set the tone for its
March show. This pre-recorded introduction, one of the highlights of the
to

night, effectively introduced the small
cast in a few minutes while showing how
funny eachmembercould be. Most of the
rapid-fire jokes in this opening segment
could be classified as both ?irrelevant?
and ?hilarious.? In one of the video?s best
moments, the camera reveals what most
of the cast members use theirlaptops for,
and yes, someone is using their computer
to nurse a

Jeff Goldblum obsession. Be-

featured roughly twice as many sketches
as it did improv games. The sketches

proved that the Asinine members have

the ?Tina Fey? ability of being able to
both write funny scenes and later act
in them. Some of the best skits resulted
from the more juvenile material. The
self-explanatory?Walk-of-Shame Watch
2011? sketch takes a simpleconcept (ragging on disheveled strangers who spent a

being a punch line machine, this random night in the Mods) and expands
video effectively previews what to expect it into an ever-funny scene that a college
from the show (a lot of inappropriate audience would enjoy. Possibly the most
jokes), while showcasing the Asinine childish scene of the night, involving
troupe?s abilityto navigate around touchy constant wordplay with the word ?piasubject matter. By constantly mocking nist,? may have also been the funniest,
themselves and highlighting their silly as the double-entendre jokes came fast
humor, the groupcan make a joke about and hit hard. Unfortunately, not all the
ethnic cleansing without becoming ofsketches worked so well. The two skits
fensive. This difficult ability was showthat attempted current-event humor fell
cased throughout the show.
flat in comparison to the light-hearted
After this video, the comedy troupe irrelevancyof the rest of the show.In parswitched to its usual format, which mixes ticular, the ?Helen Keller Show? sketch,
improv andsketch comedy. ?No Offense?
?featuring Rebecca Black,? felt too easy
sides

quickly grew tiresome.
While the sketch comedy hit a few
bumps along the road, the improv comedy segments never failed to entertain.
Each improv skit featured a few Asinine
members taking inspiration for scenes
from the audience to play games that
require quick humor. The game most
skillfully executed, the alphabet game,
forced players to start each line with the

most obnoxious crowd ever at the 10
p.m. show on Saturday. The loud, unruly
audience made it near-impossible to
hear the first 30 seconds of every skit.

alphabet. The three

Even under such poor circumstances,

and

next letter in the

comedy players involved executed the
scene perfectly by finding humor in dinosaurs and off-off Broadway aspirations
while not slipping up in the alphabet.But
the funniest improv game of the night
involved two members in a sweatshop
setting who sporadicallyhad to readrandomlines (example: I just want to burn
an American flag!) that were pushed into
their pockets.
In addition to creating a funny show,
bonus points must be given to the
Asinine troupe for putting up with the

The combinedsound ofbottles clinking,
drunken exclamations, and increasingly
loud shushing soon became a near-unbearable experience.The Asinine group
simply went about its business instead of
throwing a chair across the room.
Asinine brought the funny on Saturday.
The inclusion ofboth improv and sketch
comedy was impressive and gave the
show a fun, unique format. While not
all the sketches hit their intendedtargets
and while more improv wouldhave been
appreciated, ?No Offense? highlighted
Asinine?s strengths more often than not
and successfully distinguished the group
from BC?s other three comedy troupes.
The rightly-named Asinine may be the
silliest comedy group on campus, but
they sure are funny. n

Showdown showcases culture and
dance for one showstopping evening
ALC Showdown, from AlO

evening. The Philippine Society of BC
(PSBC) used similar iconography, in-

dance performed by the men of the
group,followed by the women performing a traditionalhula in intricate attire.

cluding a danceof fans that envisioned
the performers as hunted birds.
BC?s step teams were highlights of

The dance soon transitioned into a
more upbeat, hip-hop-inspired hula.
The performance as a whole brought
that seasideflavor to the event, earning
the Hawaiian Club second place in the
cultural dance category. Earning first
place laurels in the category, MASTI
wowed the crowd with its upbeat Bol-

the show with both turning in two of
the best performances. Sexual Chocolate played up the marching band motif

lywood dances, bringing a perfect balance of graceand excitement. The guys?
portion of the dance was particularly
impressive, mixing gymnastics with
007 appeal.

Aero-K similarly worked to offer
the best of traditional Korean dance
alongwith contemporary hip-hop with
Korean influences. They opened their
number with a beautiful procession
before three dancers donned pointe
shoes and captured the culture with
elegant movement. The dance ended
with the performers in contemporary
attire, performing a hip-hop number
incorporating step. The final image
of the waving Korean flag was one of

the more memorable moments of the

exquisitely,bringing out drumsticks to
accompany their high-powered step in
BC Screaming Eagles uniforms. The
group was tireless and stepped with
expert precision. Perhaps the highlight
of their set was the moment when the
group stepped three different rhythms
at once, never losing their momentum
along the way. F.1.5.T.5., the sister group
of Sexual Chocolate, also brought precision and creativity to their number,
earning second place in the overall
dance competition. Dressed as baby
dolls, or as the team dubbed itself, ?Diva
Dolls,? the girls conjured up power in
heels, stepping with force and emitting
a manically happy mood the entire
performance.
A new participant in Showdown,
Dance Ensemble followed the perfor-

of ?Captivate? with a glamorously dark dance. They highlighted
several styles of dance, including tap,
mances

hip-hop, and ballet, each with an urban edge. The newcomers brought the
club environment to Conte, moving
the audience to the beat. P.A.T.U. also
brought wonderful spirit to their African-inspired dance, closing the show
with terrific energy. Visually,they were
just as vibrant as the bold movements
they made across the stage.
The stage grew hot with energy as
Synergy took the stage. They milked
their auto shop concept to the hilt, using
chains, rags, andracing helmets in their
raw choreography. The movement itself
felt very robotic and hit the industrial
theme home. The rock-cum-hip hop finale brought the crowd to its feet. Fuego
del Corazon did the same with theirfirst
place performance. The amazing thing
about Fuego is how they make their
precise Latin dances seem completely

effortless. Acrobatic and impressive,
Fuego earned its standingovation from
the crowd, particularlywith its inspired
and sizzling classic tango.
Under the direction of Wintanna
Abai, A&S ?ll, and Janelle Lee, A&S
?ll, ALC Showdownsuccessfully highlighted the talent of BC students. Now

the countdown begins until next year's
ALC Showdown. n

amDrew

poweLL / HeigHtS Staff

fiStS kept the audience on its feet with a high energy and highly creative performance.

Potter infuses soul and
spark at hometown show
Grace Potter, from AlO
otherwise raucous audience shut up
and listened almost reverently. As she
tenderly sang ?Apologies,? a numberthat
gained popularity after being featured
on Grey?s Anatomy a few years ago, one
could have heard a pin drop. Everyone
was fixated on Potter and her gorgeous
vocals, the likes of which were able to
silence an audience without any instruments. However, when she did decide to
pick up a guitar, or when she her hands
flew across her antique organ, the audience was not one to complain.

Sang Lee / HeigHtS Staff

a technical as well as a physical feat, the Dance ensemble?s show ?Captivate? married many styles of dance andmusic in performance.

?Captivate? full of beauty, bold moves
?Captivate,? from

AlO

occurred on stage fromall black to reveal
colorful sequins.The transition was very
quick and, like all costume changes, added a lot to the show without taking time
away from it. Other costumes included
leotards, skirts, tutus, party clothes, a

Burlesque flapper outfit, uniform shirts
or dresses, bright sneakers, ribbons,
jeans, and even a onesie. That?s right,
not only did they perform their unique
choreographyvery smoothly and execute
difficult stunts and positions, they sometimes did it in jeans or even during one
nightmare like dance, in a onesie.

Lighting enhanced the production
with spotlights and colored lights that
matched the mood and feel for each
song. One laudabledetail that separates
amateurs from professionals was that
the dancers were performinguntil every
light was out or before every light was
on. Right before a dance, when lights
faded in, dancers were still. At the end of
every dance, the performers maintained
their presence and poise until there was
complete darkness. Even walking on or
off stage was well choreographed.This

between songs
that kept the audience watching and
absorbed.
Unlike most dance groups, the Dance
Ensemble especially demonstrates their
knowledge of many different styles of
dance. The variety was cheered and
welcomed. It never lost the attention of
viewers. There were a few tap solos that
came in at great points in the music and
moved the audience to clapping along.
During the song ?Dawn,? which was
featured in Pride and Prejudice, a slow
piano melody develops and flourishes.
Similarly, a group of point dancers bemeant strong transitions

gin with small motions and crescendo
with their arms and legs moving faster
and with more energy as the music
quickens. This song especially showcases their immense talent and simply
beautiful motions. They matched the
music exquisitely with full control over

their bodies.
The great moves and choreography
was a testament to the extensive experience of the performers. It is always nice
to see an organization where a majority of
the members all contribute and it says a
lot that almosteach of the 23 dances was

choreographedby different members.
?Single Ladies,? another favorite song
for many, made evident by even louder
cheering,began the second act. The stage
opened with three women in one-armed
leotards, just like the one Beyonce wore
in her music video. A majority of the
moves also found their inspiration from

The concert was not all about Potter,
however. Her highly skilled band shared
the spotlight on many numbers, revealing just howclose of a tightly knit unit it
is. Wickedly talented and too-cool-forschoolbass player Cat Popper giggled as
guitarist Benny Yurco straddled a giant
plush tiger while rapidly shredding his
two-necked guitar. Lead guitarist Scott
Tournet jumpedup on a speaker and took
a solo during ?Medicine,? a number that
ended with all five members crowding
around drummerMatthewBurr?s kit, interchangeablybanging on the instrument
in an entrancing five-part drum ?solo.?

However, things reallyheated up during
Heart?s ?Crazy on You,? a song that Potter

covered with the originalband on VHl?s
Divas in November.Kicking off her two-

song encore with the technically difficult
number, Potter wailed and howled with
chilling results.
One of the most exhilaratingthings
about Friday?s show was its set list, a
wide-ranging array of songs that includ-

ed boththe hits and also smallernumbers
that only the most devoted fans would
know. It was Potter?s way of thankingher
crowdfor supporting her throughout the
years. Additionally,the band managed to
changed the set list from her recent New
York show so drastically that the two
only shared six songs in common, a true
testament to The Nocturnals? astonishing ability to play their whole catalogue
and then some.
The regular set?s closing number really said it all. On her biggest hit to date,
?Paris (Ooh La La),? Potter could not
stop smiling. As she sensually glided
around the stage, her hips wagging and
head bobbing, Potter made her way to

all corners of the room and blew kisses
as the slinky baselinereverberated in the
background. The audience was happy
The band captivated the audience to oblige when Potter had them sing
on its two cover songs, both of which
the chorus back to her until the room
stood out as highlights of an otherwise was echoing with voices while Potter,
stellar show. On ?Why Don?t You Love Popper, Yurco, and Tournet pounded
Me,? originally a Beyonce song, Potter away at their instruments with the kind
whipped out her guitar and added a
serious dash of bluesy soul to the tune.

of passion that leaves memories for a
lifetime. n

Beyonce?s music video. Although exciting for its familiar and catchy tune, the
group personalized the song by eventually adding more dancersand new moves.
More than once dancers traveled into
the audience, extending the limits of
their stage.
Second to last, was a performance by
the seniors to the slowermore meaningful song, ?Breathe In Breathe Out? by Mat
Kearney. This number was less memorable for its moves, instead it was sweet
to see the faces of a group of women who
had just completed another chapter in
their lives. After, most likely, many past
dance recitals, the seniors smiled and
embraced each other.
Showcasing dance as a form of art the
Dance Ensemble obviously put a lot of
themselves, their time, and their passion
into the nights of their performances. n
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grace potter and the nocturnals brought an impressiveamount of energy to Boston on
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DANCERS THROW DOWN FOR SHOWDOWN

CHARLOTTE PARISH
There is somethingabout music that
demands to beheard live. Maybe it?s the
subwoofer that alters your heartbeat.
(It can?t be healthy, but somehow it just
feels exhilarating.)Maybe it?s the crush
of peoplestandingfor hours, waiting between sets with various levels of
excitement ranging from giddy to insane.
But if I had to pick one thing thatmakes

worththe cost and far better
than CDs can ever be I would say it?s
the personality.
Every singleconcert is unique, and
Grace Potter is the master of making a
show personal. The whole night, she and
the band were having a genuinelygood
time just fooling around on stage while
making amazing music. The best way to
explain how much pure fun they were
having is to say that Benny Yurco got on
a tiger. Literally. The Nocturnals always
have a stuffed tiger with them on stage,
and Cat Popper was laughing to herself as
her band mate sat astride said tiger while
shredding on a double-neckedguitar. It
is beyond amazing that this groupcan
produce such high-quality music while
seemingly distracted by their antics. Their
professionalism is a uniqueblend of musical integrity and a refusal to take themselves too seriously. Grace never misseda
note, and although she was clearlyworn
downaftersuch a long tour, she pulled
out all thevocal stops during the encore,
blowing up thelast notes. But at the same
time, she could laugh at herself mid-show
concerts

?

?

and tease theaudience. I tip my hat to
someone that can find that balance in his
or her work.

Hailing from the Green Mountain
State of Vermont, GracePotter and the
Nocturnals were closer to home than
they?ve been throughout their entire winter tour at Boston?s House of Blues, and
I was closerto a vocal genius than I have
ever beenbefore. Itis always sweet to hear
artists show some love for their roots, and
Grace Potter was particularlyaffectionate to be in Boston again. Not only is it
close to home, but also the House of Blues
Boston was theband?s first major venue
when they were given only one song at
the Boston Music Festival. How anyone
could listen to just one song andlet Grace
off the stage is a mystery that I will never

Andrew powell

Twelve dance teams descended upon Conte
Forum for ALC's yearly choreographed battle

understand, but The Nocturnals were
grateful enough to return to this stage

BY DARREN RANCK

ship Council (ALC), the event showcased

when they honestlycould have sold out a

Arts & Review Editor

the talents of 11 BC dance groups along
with several special guests. The programas a
whole, though, proved why ALC Showdown
is one of the most memorableevents at BC
year after year.
The show openedin a classy fashion with
Margaux Whitney, BC ?lO, warming up the
crowd with her soulful performance on the
viola.The low, sonorouspiece gaveway to the

bigger venue.
Bottom line, I cannot think of a betplace to havebeen Friday night. Plus,
I learnedfive very important things
ter

from this concert:
1. It is possible to run and dokicks in
high heels.Don?t ask me how, but somehow
Grace Potter managed to keep up an absurd
amount of energythroughout the entire
show. I?m challengedat trying to stay upright in heels. But she was strutting around,
looking gorgeous,and walking as if those
killer shoes were extensions of her legs.
2.Never stand next to a middle-aged
banshee man at concerts. He will be annoying, loud, and scream like a tween girl
at the most random moments.
3. Grace Potter?s hair is alive. She puts
Willow Smith?s hair whipping to shame
as she was throwing her head around
on everyup-tempo number. Completely
ignoring whereverherhair was flying,she
rocked out full-body and never stopped
smiling. Her band joinedin, tossing long
locks around and just generallyhaving
fun. Their genuine enjoyment out of performing was so impressive and completely
revved up the audience.
4. If you dance exuberantlyenough,
people will make room for you. Usually
I have to fight for space on the floor, but
during the encore there was a wonderful
one-footradius of dancing room because
these strangers knew to back up since we
were busy dance worshipping thewonder
that is Grace Potter andThe Nocturnals.
5. Grace Potter is coming back to
Boston. This is by far the most important thing I learned the entire night. The
Nocturnals will be upping the ante and

heading over to the Pavilion during their
summer tour. Obviously,everyone will
know where to find me on August 20th.
Charlotte Parish is the Assistant Arts
& Review editorof The Heights. She
can be reached at arts@bcheights.com

What do a line of heel stomping ?Diva
Dolls,? a flowing stream of ornate fans, and
a group of fast-moving mechanics have in
common? Admittedly little, but they all
made up a piece of the dance epic known as
the 10th Annual ALC Showdown, arguably
one of Boston College?s most anticipated
events. Sponsored by the AHANA Leader-

main event as hosts Alex Mancebo, BC Law

success. Theyexcelledwhenportraying characters, such as Walker?s uncanny Becky, but

sometimes thematerial wore thin. Regardless,
the hostskept thetransitions smooth and the
crowd in themood.
Thefirst two dance performances brought
the best of Boston hip-hop to the stage.
Special guests Lil? Phunk brought the house

down with a pint-sized performance full of
hair-whipping and dougieing. Dressed like
schoolchildren, the troupe proved that they
can work alongside the big kids and bring

Staff

big energy.Phaymus? performance followed,
and they dancedlikeLil? Phunk all grown up.
The dance employed a concept focusing on
a turf war between two distinct parties, the
high-profile businessmen and women and the
rough city kids. The group completed the hiphop choreographywith a smooth finish, the
highlightbeing a disjointed, near-mechanic
dance with the group of elites.
TheHawaiian Club?s performancebrought
a tropical flair to the evening as they offered
dances that mixed the traditionalwith the
contemporary. They opened with a tribal

See Showdown, A9

Grace Potter electrifies
Boston's House of Blues
BY BRENNAN CARLEY
Assoc. Arts & Review Editor
?Why don?t you love me babe?? crooned
GracePotter coyly as she pranced seductively
around the stage on Friday night. Performing to a sold-outcrowd at Boston?s House of
Blues, GracePotter and
The Nocturnals delivered a blisteringly hot
set over the course of
two hours, proving
to the crowd that

the band is one
of the best live
acts in the music
industry.
When the
opening notes
of ?Only
L o v e?

beganto play, it was clear that Potter would
come out with guns blazing. Emerging in a
shimmeringoutfit, she took commandof the
stage fromthe moment she set foot on it. Not
everysinger can belabeled as the wholepackage,but Potter truly has thebrains, the beauty,
and the talent to already solidifyher place in
musical history. Deliveringa roughly 20-song
set evenlydividedbetweenmaterialfromthe
band?s three CDs (with a few covers thrownin
here and there), The Nocturnals masterfully
blew Boston out of the water andseemed to
enjoy themselves in the process.
Potter?s voice is eerilyreminiscent of that

of the late Janis Joplin, a smoky and soulful
creature in itselfthat packs an emotionaland
soulengulfing wallop.Her abilityto nail(and
then hold) high notes without turning them
into shrieks is a testament to her ability as a
musician. On Friday, it was clear that Potter
was battling a cold. On ?Hot Summer Night,?
the second number, the high-heeled singer
disappointinglysteeredclear of the highest
notes, only to blast them out of the water
in her later songs after sipping on what was
clearly a cup of hot tea.
When Potter slowed things down, the

See Nocturnals, A9

The ?Elephant? in the room for casting
INSIDE ARTS
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?l3, Chad Thomas, BC ?lO, and Jarick Walker,
BC ?lO, prepped the audience for the performances. The hosts performed to various
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Featuring dance styles from hip-hop to ballet, DE captures attention with fast tempo and energy.

Dance Ensemble 'Captivates'
audience with array of styles
BY JENNIFER O'BRIEN
For the Heights
A dark stage is slowly lit as one poised
dancer does not only walk, but takes the
stage, awakening the rest of the group. The
first dance, which was featured at ALC Showdown, truly captivated theaudiencefromthe

initial moments. The beginningof the show
kicked off with fast paced hip-hop music and
attention-grabbingmoves. What differentiated this from any other performance was
that,even in thesefastersongs, the technique

and style ofballet was integrated.These dancers have perfected not only hiphop but also
tap, lyrical, jazz, and ballet, all of which are
interwoven throughout theshow.
Composed of two acts, their first number
was entitled ?Kill theLights.? This showstopper captured attention quickly and with
smooth transitions, a quick costume change,
and a tap number in the middle, it was more
than your average dance routine. The costumes were definitelya highlight.Within the
first few minutes, the first costume change

See ?Captivate,? A9

Asinine delivers in sketch and improv

Prior to its release, howdoesthe cast of the popular novel
Adding videotapedcomedy to its repitoire, the group
Bestselling 800k5...........................A8
brought humor to raunchy subjects on Saturday,A9
turnedfilm ?Water for Elephants? stack up? A8
Box Office Rep0rt........................A8
ISSUE
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Senior class
deserved a
better ending

THE END OF AN ERA

PAUL SULZER

Chris lee

/

ap photo

Barry Almeida looked downward dejectedly after another Colorado College goalin the Tigers? 8-4 victory over the Eagles on Friday. The loss eliminated BCfrom the NCAA tournament.

Reigning champs sent home stunned after loss in first round of NCAA tournament
match-up.

BY DJ ADAMS
Assoc. Sports Editor

But behind fantastic special teams and

ST. LOUIS? If the opening seconds
startedfamiliarly for the Boston College
men?s hockey
Colorado College 8
team, then the
Boston College 4
59:41 that followed were simply stunning.

Nineteen seconds into the NCAA
West regional semifinal game between
No. 2 BC and No. 13 Colorado College,
the Eagles scored by creating a turnover
in their offensive zone thatallowed Jimmy
Hayes to chip thepuck easilyinto the back
of the net, giving the team what it was

accustomed to for most of the season:
another early lead in another important

freshman JadenSchwartz?s four points, the
Tigers from the WCHA annihilated the
Eagles, 8-4, ending the No. 1 seed?s push
for a consecutive national titlemuch earlier than anticipatedand marking the first
time in 17 years under head coach Jerry
York that BC has been eliminated in the
first round of the NCAA tournament.
?Colorado College certainly deserved
the game tonight,? York said. ?They were
just much better than we were in a lot of
facets of the game, particularly special
teams. They didn?t surprise us. We knew
they were a very good hockey team. We
knew they were excellenton special teams.
We were just unable to contain [them] and

win those special team battles.?
In the opening minutes of the first period, despite the early BC goal, the Tigers
maintained their composure, holding
steadyoffensive possessionand pressuring
the Eagles until the time was right.
That opportunity finally arrived when

score at 1-1.

The three Tiger forwards connected
again at 7:47, this time switching the
roles of who got to light the lamp, as
Jaden Schwartz sent one by Muse to take

the lead.

Then, just 15 seconds later, defenseman
Tommy Cross turned thepuck over in BC?s

Cam Atkinson forgoes final year of
eligibility, signs pro contract, B3

defensive end, leading to an easy rush for
Jaden Schwartz.Thefreshman whistledthe
puck to his olderbrother, RylanSchwartz,

Pat Mullane was called for a tripping
penalty at 3:22. Rotating the puck well
on the power play, Jaden Schwartz and
Rylan Schwartz found Stephen Schultz,
who faked another pass and then sent a

who put it top shelf past Muse.
All of a sudden, the highly contested
game had transformed into a lopsided
blowout. The Tigers outshot BC 18-8 in
the first period alone, never allowing the

rocketing shot through the crease that
beat goaltender John Muse to even the

See Hockey Eliminated, B3

For the past four years, we have
been absolutelyspoiled by the men?s
hockey program. The Eagles have been
so consistently excellent that anything
less than a national championship is a
disappointment. Few schools canrightly
claim such lofty expectations. We?re one
of them.
Having such high standardsmakes
Friday?s 8-4 loss to ColoradoCollege
in the first round of the NCAA tournament extremely difficult to accept.
Boston College is not supposed to lose
in regionals, let alone by four goals.
This is, after all, a program that has won
two titles in the past three seasons. For
such a successful senior class to go out
in such an embarrassing way is heartwrenching.
Seniors Joe Whitney, Brian Gibbons,
and John Muse deserved a better exit
than the one they received on Friday.
All three may have played their final
competitive hockey game. None of
themhave been drafted by NHL teams
like most prospects are by their final
year of college.They lack the prototypical NHL size, so they have to hope for
free agent offers. If those calls don?t
come, a trio known for its fierce competitiveness and postseason invincibility will end its hockey career looking
very mortal.
Whitney and Gibbons were two of
the smallest players on one of the most
diminutive teams in country, but they
had the attitude of tallerforwards. They
never backed away from a challenge,
even though they measure 5-foot-7 and
5-foot-8, respectively. BC will miss their
toughness and leadership. Gibbons led
the Eagles in penalty minutes, while
Whitney ranked third. They were the
enforcers the team needed.
There?s a niche in the NHL for guys
like that. Brian Gionta and Nathan

Gerbefit a similar profile and have established themselves as quality players
at the next level. Whitney and Gibbons
can succeed if theyfind teams that cast
them in identical roles.
Muse isn?t much taller(5-foot-11)
than his classmates, but he has overcome comparable concerns about his
size to become a tremendous college

goaltender.He?s durableand resilient,
as he proved by starting every game

his freshman and sophomore years

See Senior Class, B4

Disappointing season ends
with loss to Virginia in WNIT

BC takes series
from Va. Tech

BY KIM SCHROER
For The Heights

BY GREG JOYCE
Asst. Sports Editor

The women?s basketball team saw its
season come to an end in Charlottesville

Virginia

53

Boston College 48

on Thursdaynight
with a 53-48 loss
to the Virginia

Cavaliers in the third round of the WNIT.
The team finished the season with a 20-13
record.
After taking a 28-24 halftime lead, Virginia pulled away with a quick 11-4 run to
begin the second half. The Eagles managed
to make things interesting late in the game
with a layupby Stefanie Murphy that cut the
lead to 50-48 with 26 seconds remaining.
Clutch free throw shooting sealed the win
for the Cavaliers, who shot 62.5 percent
from theline for the game. Virginia was led
by Ariana Moorer with 15 points. Carolyn
Swordsled theEagles with 21 points and 15
rebounds, while Murphy added 14 points
in the loss.

Turnovers continuedto be a problem for
theEagles, who gavethe ball away 18 times.
In the first half alone, Virginia scored 12
points off eight turnovers, helping the Cavaliers establish a four-point halftime lead.
The Eagles also struggledon the boards,
getting outrebounded 47-38. Poor three-

For the second straight weekend,
the Boston College (10-11, 4-5 ACC)
baseball team
8
Virginia Tech
earned an ACC
Boston College 1

series win, this
time over Virginia Tech (14-12,1-8). The

point shootingplagued the team throughout
the game, as BC shot just 15.8 percent from

Eagles won the first two games thanks to
outstandingpitching, before the Hokies
could steal the final gameand avoid the

beyond the arc.
The loss was a disappointing end for
one of the most talented senior classes in
BC women?s basketball history. Swordsand
Murphy both earned a spot in the top five
of the all-time scoring list, finishingsecond
and fourth, respectively. Swords ended her
career with 2,029 points and 1,158 career
boards, making her the school?s all-time
leading rebounder. Murphy finished with
1,722 points and 937 rebounds, enough to
put her at No. 2 on theall-time rebounding
list behind Swords. Jaclyn Thoman is also
graduating. She finished her career with

sweep.

?It was a good weekend for us,? head
coach Mike Gambino said. ?I would
have liked to get the win [Sunday], but
we played as well as we can. We pitched
well. Any time you can win a series in the
ACC, it?s a good weekend.?
In the final game of the series, John
Leonard got the start for BC, lasting just
4.2 innings in the 8-1 defeat. He allowed
five runs, only two of which were earned.
Two errors, one in the third inning and
one in the seventh, led to five unearned
runs in the game,which led to the loss.
?You can?t give teams in the ACC ex-

521 assists.

Foul trouble was a major problem for the
Eagles. Swords and freshmen Katie Zenevitch picked up theirfourth fouls earlyin the
second half, setting off Virginia?s decisive
scoring run. Murphy also struggled with
fouls, picking up three in thefirst half. The
fouls allowed Virginia to shoot 24 free throws
for the game. On the offensive end, the
Eagles had trouble reaching the line themselves, attempting only eight free throws.
The team finished the game shooting just
37.5 percent from thefree throwline.

Thursday?s loss caps a disappointingend
to a season that began with much promise.

After getting off to an 11-0 start, the Eagles
struggled down the stretch, falling to 9-13 in
their last 22 games. The team finished with
a 5-9 record in conference play, including
a 3-4 mark in ACC games at home. The
Eagles head into the offseason looking to
overcome theloss of a talentedsenior class
while trying to build on a promising groupof
underclassmenthat gainedvaluable experience throughout the season. n

tra outs?you can?t give any teams extra
outs, but especially teams in the ACC,?

Gambinosaid. ?Any time you give a team
extra outs, they?re going to capitalize. We
gave them an extra out in the third, and
an extra out in the seventh. And there
you go, there?s your ballgame.?
Andrew

Leonard reaches his potential
INSIDE SPORTS
The
from
THIS

shurtleff / ap photo

Carolyn Swords played her final game on Thursday, finishing as BC?s all-time leadingrebounder.

The NFL draft dilemma

See Baseball,

Hanover
Quote of the Week....................82
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Road trip leaves softball
without a win over Hokies
Tory Speer?s offensive surge continues, but BC
fails to put together any complete performances.
BY CHRIS MARINO
Heights Editor

alex trautwig / heights editor

alex trautwig/ heights editor

Brittany Wilton (left) scored her 20th goal of the season, and Hannah Alley (right)added oneof her own, but itwasn?t enough to take down UNC.

Women?s lacrosse faces conference
foes, drops third straight ACC game
an answering goal, which triggered a 5-0
Tar Heels? scoring run that lasted from
28:22 to 12:45.

BY ROBERT T. BALINT
Heights

Staff

The women?s lacrosse team?s conference troubles continued on Saturday afternoon, as the Eagles dropped
another ACC game to No. 5 North
Carolina, losing 15-10 on Chapel Hill?s
Fetzer Field.
The team?s record dropped to 7-3,
with all three losses coming against
ACC opponents. NorthCarolina?s Corey
Donohoe scored a game-highfive goals,
and attackerBrooke Blue talliedthe most
for the Eagles with three. She currently
has 15 for the season.
?We didn?t execute the way that we?re
capable of executing,? head coach Bowen
Holden said in an interview on Sunday.

?We made some unfortunate decisions at
key moments in the game,and we weren?t
able to finish on the offensive end.?
Less than a minute and a half into
regulation, Eagles attacker Brittany
Wilton opened up the scoring with an
unassisted goal, giving the visiting team
a 1-0 advantage, and what would be its
only lead of the game.
Just 12 seconds after Wilton scored,
North Carolina?s Abbey Friend notched

Sam Taylor and Kristin Igoe broke
the streak by both scoring from free
position shots midway through the half,
bringing Boston Collegeback to within

span of two minutes rounded out the
Tar Heels? final score at 15.
?Carolina?s a typical ACC team,?
Holden said. ?When you score, they try

goals before halftime. Wilton scored
her second goal of the game and 20th
of the season with six minutes to go in
the first half to make the score 8-4 at
the break.
The Eagles had the makings of a
comeback going in the opening minutes
of the second half, as Moira Barry scored
early on, and was followed by Igoe, who
notched her second of the game and
29th on the year 4:45 into the period.
For every opening that the Eagles?
offense found, however, the Tar Heels
were able to reciprocate. Laura Zimmerman answered the Eagles with
back-to-back goals at 16:22 and 13:02,
and teammate Kara Cannizzaro added
another to give North Carolina a 12-6

respond almost immediately.?
Bluemounted a final offensive effort,
scoring three goals in the final minutes
of the game. However, the Tar Heels had
already put the game safely out of the
visitors? reach by the time Blue?s goals
came, leading 15-7 with 2:35 left on the
clock. Two ofBlue?s goals came with less
than a minute to go, with Igoe and Jill
Amo picking up the respective assists.
Aside from the final score of 15-10,
the two teams had similar statistics. The
Eagles edged out their hosts on shots
25-24, matched them 11-11 in ground
balls, and had a 14-13 advantagein draw
controls. BC also took care of the ball,
giving up only seven turnovers to the
Tar Heels? 10.
Time and again, however, North
Carolina?s offense found success in
finding the net with their shots. BC
goaltender Sheila Serafino made six
saves in the losing effort, and drops to

lead with 11 minutes left.
Three more goals scored by Friend,
Emily Garrity, and Becky Lynch in the

7-3 on the season. With the win, North
Carolina improves to 8-2 overall and 2-0
in the ACC. n

two at a score of 5-3. North Carolina

kept rolling, however, and added three

to

large part to three consecutive walks.
Froehlich came to the plate with the bases loaded and scored a run on a single

This past weekend, the Boston College softball team (7-18, 3-3 ACC) was
swept by conference foe Virginia Tech
(23-8, 4-2). Despite heading into the
game after a three-game sweep of Virginia the previous weekend and at the
top of the leaguestandings, the Eagles
were unable to put anything together at
Tech SoftballPark in Blacksburg, Va.
Yesterday, the team almost mounted
a comeback. Down 2-0, freshman Tory
Speer, recently named ACC player of
the week, was able to drive in two runs
with a double downthe line in the third
inning. With the score tied 2-2 in the
fifth, Virginia Tech?s Marra Hvozdovic

down the left field line and Betty Rose

brought home the second on a sacrifice
fly to left, making the score 2-1.
In the second inning, BC retook the
lead with five runs. Maria Pandolfo
tripled down the right field line and
D?Argento was able to reach first on a
fielder?s choice. With runners on the
corner, a wild pitch advancedboth runners, tying the score 2-2.

Following two walks, Ypparila
knocked one out for a grand slam to
bring the Eagles? lead to 6-2. In the
bottomof the inning, Virginia Tech was
able to trim the deficit to three with four
consecutive walks.
lined a pinch-hit single off the third
In the third, the Hokies took the
baseman?s glove to score the go-ahead lead with three more walks to load the
run. The Hokies added one more run to
bases.Richelle McGarva followedwith a
secure the lead when Kat Banks led the
sacrificefly to center and Banks brought
inning with a single, stole second base, home the two otherbase runners with
and moved to third on a fly out. Then a home run.
Kristen Froehlich put down a squeeze
With the score at 7-6, the Hokies
bunt to bring Banks home, making the extended their lead in the fifth with
score 4-2.
home runs by shortstop Dani Anderson
Beyond Speer?s double, sophomore and Rose, bringing the score to 11-6.
Nicole D?Argento was the only other BC BC?s Speer responded in the sixth with
player to record a hit in the contest. She a two-run homer, her second of the day.
also scored a run and did well on the D?Argento hit one out as well, bringing
mound, striking out one batter in only the Eagles to within one run, but they
were unable to score the tying run, lostwo-thirdsof an inning. Also performing well, despite the loss, was starter Aling 11-10.
lison Gage, who threw 5.1 innings with
In the morning half of the doublethree strikeouts and only two earned header, the Eagles had a more difficult
runs. Her biggest struggle came with
time scoring runs, losing 9-1. The Hokthrowing strikes, as she walked seven ies started early, scoring five runs in the
Hokies batters.
first inning. They scored two more in
In the second game of Saturday?s
the second, making the score 7-0.
BC finally got on the board byway
double-header, the Eagles found themselves in a tight, high-scoring contest.
of a Speer home run. The freshman
The Eagles began the scoring with a finished the series five-for-eight with
run in the first. Brittany Wilkins got
five RBIs. Regardless of her strong perthe drive started with a two-out walk formance, a pair of doubles in the sixth
and was moved to third on a single put the Hokies up 8-1 in the fifth and
from Speer and a hit-by-pitch from they scored anotheron an error, fielder?s
Gemma Ypparila. She came home on a choice, and a double in the sixth. The
single up the middlefrom junior Alison Eagle?s were unable to respond.
Kooistra.
Despite the loss, the Eagles willlook
TheHokies respondedwith two runs to get back to the top of the league,bein the second half of the frame, due in

hind the strong effort of Speer. n

Weekend Roundup

Eagles fall consecutively to ranked teams
BY ROBERT T. BALINT
Heights Staff

over a top 10 player was a tremendous
effort, as were Kelleher?s and Corning?s

performances. All three played amazing
The women?s tennis team played two matches.?
of the top-ranked teams over the weekend, losing 6-1 to No. 4 Duke and 5-2 to Men?s Track
No. 3 Carolina at the Weymouth Club
The men?s track and field team headin Weymouth, Ma. Unranked junior ed down to Raleigh, N.C., over the weekend, and competed in the RaleighRelays,
Katarina Gajic upset the Blue Devils?
match,
in
a
held at NC State?s Paul Derr Track. On
Reka Zsilinszka
hard-fought
winning 6-4, 3-6, 1-0(11). As Zsilinszka Friday, senior Michael Keebler ran the
5,000 meter event in 14:27.63, a fifthis ranked No. 10 in the country, Gajic?s
place
Boston
finish that smashed his previous
upset
win is the biggest
in
Colpersonal best time by almost 30 seconds.
lege program history.
Sophomore Alex Kelleher lost a Graduate student Brian Hughes also
close match to No. 50 Nadine Fahoum, lowered his personal record in the 5K
losing 1-6, 7-6(4), 1-0(12) in a 12-point run by 15 seconds, finishing in 14:56.70.
tiebreaker.Teammate Veronica Corning In the 4x1500-meter relay, Nahed Lakkis
also posted a close loss against Duke, teamed up with Jack Linehan, Anthony
losing in three sets to No. 54 Elizabeth Bellitti and Joseph McConaughy to take
Plotkin, 4-5, 6-1, 7-6(2). The freshman
ninth place with a time of 16:19.27.
On Saturday, senior lan Thomas
regrouped and rebounded with a win
over North Carolina?s Gina Suarezled the team with a fourth-place finish
in the half-mile, running a personal
Malaguti, winning 6-2, 6-4.
best 1:52:18. In the 3,200-meter relay,
Head coach Nigel Bentley commendedhis players for the effort against Thomas and sophomores Louis Serafini,
the nationallyranked programs.
Kyle Nelson, andLakkis placed seventh
?Duke and North Carolina are both with a time of 7:46.25. Andrew Maclsaac
very experienced,strong teams,? Bentley posted a team-high time of 4:00.84in the
said. ?We had some very close matches 1500-meter run, which was good for a
and I am proud of the way we competed fifth-place finish in a field of 92. Senior
this weekend. On Friday, Gajic?s win Matthew Kosmas participated in the

ACC Baseball Standings

hammer throw event, taking 11th place
with a 52.22 meter throw.
Women?s Track
In Palo Alto,Calif., three membersof

the women?s track and field team made
school history on Friday afternoon at
the Stanford Invitational. In the 1,500
meter run, Caroline King won the overall
event in section one, finishing in 4:17.48,

the second-fastest all-time run. Caitlin
Baileyran in section two, posting a fifthbest time of 4:24.57, and Jillian King?s
time of 4:26.49 is the seventh fastest in
program history.
Several Eagle athletes posted personal bests over the weekend,including
senior Hope Krause, who finished fifth
in the 5,000 meter run with a time of
16:53.39. Sophomore ElizabethO?Brien
also logged a personal record in the
5,000, running a 17:01.56 and finishing
15th out of the 40 runners competing in the event. Sophomore Taylor
Aizenstadt?s 1.61 meter (5-3.25 feet)
performance in the high jump was also
an outdoor personal best. On Saturday,
day two of the competition, seven BC
runners competed in the 800 meter run.
Among them was Erin McKenna, who
posted an outdoor personal best time
of 2:13.74. n
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Numbers to Know

SPORT in SPORT
Atlantic

Florida State
Clemson
Boston College
NC State
Wake Forest
Maryland

Conference

Overall

6-3
4-5
4-5
3-6
3-6
1-8

18-6
13-9
10-11
14-11
8-15
11-13

9-0
8-1
7-2
6-3
2-7
1-8

21-4
24-2
23-3
14-11
15-11
14-12

Coastal
Georgia Tech
Virginia
North Carolina
Miami
Duke
Virginia Tech

hou /
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Delagrammaticasand several Eagles struggled offensively on Sunday, earning justtwo hits.

19-1-1

Men?s hockey?s record this season
when scoring four goals or more, its
lone loss coming on Friday night.

2
Number of short-handed goals allowed by the Eagles all season before Colorado College doubled that
amount in one game.

6.1
Consecutive no-hit innings for the

baseball team to start Friday?s game
against Virginia Tech.

Quote of the Week
?It?s been a long time since we
haven?t gotten out of a regional.
It?s going to sting. In two or
three weeks, they?ll look back
at the entire body of work and
realize this has been a signature
season in program history. Our
aim was much higher. It should
sting.?

Jerry York
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Atkinson goes pro after three productive seasons as an Eagle
BY CONRAD KACZMAREK
For The Heights
Sometimes you hear aboutthe superstar
athlete that came out of nowhere. Playing that sport was never really the plan,
but more of something that he stumbled
upon and found success in. While these
upstart stories are inspirational and fascinating, Boston College forward Cam
Atkinson took a very different approach
to stardom.
Hockey is in his blood. It was never a
question of if he would play hockey, but
more of when.
The question was answered very early
on. Atkinson?s father grew up surrounded
by hockey in Vancouver and it didn?t take
longbefore theAtkinson boys were outside,
learning how to skate.
?When people ask my parents about
it, they say I started rollerbladingbefore I

could walk,? Atkinson said.

Atkinson could have been recruited to
play lacrosse coming out of high school as
well. However, hockey was always in the
forefront of his mind. Growing up with
older brothers and a father who loved
hockey, Atkinson goes as far as to say he
was destined to play the sport. Destiny or

not, it appears safe to say that Atkinson

has found his niche and it?s working out
for him.
?When I started skating, it felt like it
was the right thing to do,? he said. ?It came
naturally and easy for me. It?s been going
well ever since.?
To say that it?s been going well is quite
the understatement. Atkinson led the
Eagles with 30 goals this year and was
recently namedas one of 10finalists for collegehockey?s most prestigious trophy, the
Hobey Baker Award.Despite hisindividual
accomplishments and honors, Atkinson

stayed selfless and team-oriented.
?It?s definitely an honor to be [a Hobey
Baker finalist], but I?m not focused on that
at all,? he said. ?Winning banners is why
you play the game.?
The Eagles quest for back-to-back national championships ended suddenly as
Colorado Collegeshocked BC, 8-4, in the
first round of the NCAA tournament.
Atkinson announced on Sunday afternoon that he was leaving school early to
make a run to the NHL. The Columbus
Blue Jackets selectedAtkinson in the sixth
round of the 2008 NHL draft, and he has
been assigned to their AHL affiliate, the
Springfield Falcons, after signing a two-

year, entry-levelcontract.
?I came to the decision today,? Atkinson said in an interview with The Heights
yesterday. ?It?s always been in the back of
my mind. I talked it over with my family.
They?re the most important people to me
and we felt this was the right decision to
make.?
Atkinson said he will be leaving school
today to begin practice with the team in
western Massachusetts in preparation for
Friday?s home gameagainst the Bridgeport
Sound Tigers. That doesn?t mean he?s done
studying at BC, though.
?Getting a degree is my No. 1 goal,?
he said. ?I?ve talked to my professors, and
they?re going to allow me to complete the
semester from Springfield. I made sure in
my contract to get the rest of myeducation
paid for. I?ll beback at BC taking classesthis
summer. I should be able to complete my
degree in two-to-three summers.?
?We want to wish Cam the very best
with his decision to pursue his hockey
career with the Blue Jackets organization,?
head coach Jerry York said in a statement.
?He has been an impact player during the
course of his three years at Boston College
and we wish him good luck at the professional level.?

alex trautwig/ heights editor

Atkinson is one of 10finalists for the Hobey Baker after registering 31 goals and 21 assists.
Small Frame, Big Game
While skating andskills may have come
easily to him, Atkinson doeshave a difficult obstacle to overcome. Listed at only
5-foot-8and 175pounds, he never had the
physical strength or power to overwhelm
his opponents. Instead, Atkinson worked
on polishing techniques and maximizing
speed. By modeling his game after small,
dynamicplayers such as Brian Gionta, BC
?Ol, and Martin St. Louis, Atkinson has
become one of the most feared scorers in
the country.
?I definitely look up to those smaller
guys that are making it when no one said
they could,? Atkinson saidof his role models growing up.
While BC boasts plenty of incredibly
talentedplayers, Atkinson points to chem-

alex trautwig/ heights editor

Atkinson finished his collegecareer with 124points(68 goals and 56 assists) in 117 games.

a big event, andAtkinson is no different.
?I?m not superstitious, but I make sure
to listen to ?Breaking the Habit? by Linkin

Park before every game,? he said. ?It helps
get me focused. Once you get onto the ice
and hearthe fans getting into it, thatreally
gets us going.?
Most people have experienced moments of extreme pressure. Typically dur-

player.? Atkinson has certainlyearned that
reputation.
Many of the Eagles,includingAtkinson,

have hadthe luxury of playing on big stages
before, but you can?t help but wonderhow
overwhelming that must be for 19 and
20-year-olds. Rivalries in particular seem
to bring out the most primal emotions in
BC and BU students alike, but it is up to
the players to keep their emotions under
control and treat it like any other game.
?Anytime you play BU the emotions are
definitelyhigh, but I was fortunate enough
to go to high school with one of my best
friends that went to BU,? he said. ?So we

ing a situation such as finals week,students
struggle to perform optimally with the
added stress. The ability to cope with such
outstanding pressure is what separates a

goodplayerfrom a great player. Some players are overwhelmed by the big moment
and some players embrace it. The latter

describesAtkinson.
Whether he?s netting a regular season
goal against UMass or launching the goistry and experienceas the primary reasons ahead goal in the waning minutes of the
for success.
Hockey East championship game versus
?You want to be part of a team, that?s Merrimack, Atkinson remains undewhy people play sports,? Atkinson said. terred.
?We?re all like best friends, and it?s a small
?It?s obviously exciting to play on bigger
stages likethe TD Garden or in St. Paul, but
family. Chemistry is huge, it makes it enjoyable to come to the rink to get better you can?t let it get to you,? he said. ?I view it
as just another[game], just play your game,
everydaywith the rest of the guys.?
Atkinson puts on unbelievabledisplays keep it simple, and have fun.?
of athleticism on the ice, yet he remains a
That?s often easier said than done.The
normal college student.
unique abilityto balance composure and in?I?d definitelybe trying to play another tensity with so much on the line, in front of
sport if not for hockey,but just hanging out
thousandsof screaming fans, is what earns
a player the reputation of being clutch. As
with the guys is great too,? he said.
Everyone gets nervous or anxious before Dick Vitale would say, he?s a ?prime-time

alex

trautwig / heights editor; lindsay gross

Man

kind of had a fun and challengingkind of
competition between us. Itkind of brought
me back down to earth;you aren?t trying to
hurt anyonebut every time we play [BU], it
brings the best out of the players.?
Regardless of his recent decision to
leave school and pursue his professional
career, Atkinson has certainlyleft hismark
on one of the nation?s most prestigious
hockey programs. The season certainlydid
not endthe way he wouldhave envisioned
it, but Atkinson was a major factor in the
team?s success duringhis threeyears on the
Heights. Racking up 68 goals, 56 assists,

/ heightsphoto

and one national championship is a feat
that not many players can say they have
accomplished in their college careers.
Atkinson can say he did it in three
years. n
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Classy seniors

deserved a
better ending
Senior Class, from B1
before bouncing back from a painful hip
injury to win a second title as a junior.
He could be a late-bloomerlike Tim
Thomas, who made his NHL debut six
years after graduatingfrom Vermont.
With BC down 7-2 after two periods,
York benched Muse for the final 20
minutes of his college career. The senior
goaltender got a raw deal. Yes, it?s dif-

ficult to stick with the starter when he
allows seven goals on 22 shots, but his
defense completely left him out to dry.
Philip Samuelsson and Tommy Cross
were also responsible on the second
and third Colorado goals,respectively,
due to poor clearances. Playing better
defense on either of those two opportunities would have kept BC close and

changed the complexion of the game.
In light of the loss, it?s important
to appreciate all the seniors have accomplished because it?s going to be a
formidable task for another class to duplicate their success. Look at the list of
hardware they won here: two national
championships, three Hockey East tournament titles, three Beanpots, and a

Hockey East regular season trophy. And
they won 102 games. For the juniors
to match that output next year, they?ll
have to win 24 games,the Beanpot,
the Hockey East tournament, and the
national championship no small task.
That task is complicated by the
uncertainty around who?s staying and
who?s leavingfor the pros. Cam Atkinson is gone. BC?s leading goal scorer
announced yesterday that he?s signed a
two-year, entry-level contract with the
ColumbusBlue Jackets. Jimmy Hayes
and Chris Kreider are still thinking
about their professional futures. Brian
Dumoulin has said that he?s coming
back.
This all serves as a reminder of what
a rarity it is to keep the core of a reigning champion together. Building a dy?

nasty is a near-impossible mission, but

head coach Jerry York has constructed
the closest thing collegehockey has to
offer here in Chestnut Hill. Maximizing
the talentof underappreciated guyslike
Whitney, Gibbons, and Muse is a big
reason why.
Paul Sulzer is the Sports Editor of The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Chris lee
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David Civitarese broke BC?s back late in thefirst period when he beat John Musefive-hole for a short-handed goal, putting Colorado Collegeup 4-1 heading into the first intermission.

Colorado College sends BC home in the first round
Hockey Eliminated, from B1
game-changing line of Cam Atkinson,
Brian Gibbons, and Joe Whitney to get
any solid looks.
BC seemingly caught a break at 18:20
when Colorado College was called for a
trip. Despite the man advantage, however,
the Eagles couldn?t get their passes strung
together. When they turned thepuck over
as a result, David Civitarese skated the full
lengthof the ice and netted a short-handed
goal to send the Tigers into the locker
room with a commanding 4-1 lead.
?The first period they executedincredibly well,? York said. ?I thought they had
great puck possession.
?They knocked us

down that first

period. Their first period stats certainly

helped them,and we didn?t think we were
out of it then, but that was a great start
for the Tigers.?
The Eaglesallowed four goalsin a single
period just one other time this season, during their 9-5 victory over Boston University in December. Without a potent offense
on Friday, though,shaky defense provedto
be a deadly daggerfor BC this time.
For much of the second period, it

seemed as if the Eagles were poised to
make an incredible comeback. They registered 19 shots in the frame, even hitting
a few pipes in what seemed to be target
practice on Tiger goaltender JoeHowe.
Howe denied difficult shots all night,
in what was a career game for the sophomore, who made SportsCenter?s Top 10
for one of his saves on a Joe Whitney shot
from the crease.
Paul Carey was finally able to get one
past the human brick wall at 10:39 when

the deficit at three.
Just a few minutes later, with a powerplay opportunity of their own, the Eagles
once again allowed the Tigers to create a
short-handedrush. This time it was AlexanderKrushelnyski whoscored despitethe

stain on what was otherwisea spectacular
postseason career for BC?s senior goalie.
Muse was 8-0 in the NCAA tournament
before Friday?s loss, as well as a 21-1

one less skater on the ice, giving Colorado
Collegean insurmountable 6-2 lead and its
second shorthanded score of the night.
?We normally don?t score short-hand-

BC scored two goalsin the third period
from the sticks of Atkinson and Barry
Almeida, but the five-goal difference was
too large for any notable comeback. As
previously mentioned, the Eagles had

ed,? said head coach ScottOwens. ?We?ve
got threeon the year coming into tonight.
We were more afraidof Boston College?s 13
short-handed goals. But you know what?
We got into a goodrhythm, wherewe were

his slapshot slipped out of Howe?s glove
and past theredline for a score. Suddenly,
only down 4-2, the Eagles were back in
the contest.
able to get quick shiftsand quick changes
[Nick] Dineen and [Tim] Hall, and then
?We were in good spirits the whole
game,? Whitney said. ?We believed in one Krushelnyski and Civitarese and we
another, and we believed in everyone in were able to make good clears.?
our locker room until the buzzer went off
Despite coming into thegame with the
in the end. In between thefirst andsecond nation?s fourth-best penaltykill and a 24
[periods], we just wanted to get out there percent conversion rate on the man advantage, BC?s special teams were non-existent
and get that second goal.?
The hope was short-lived, as just a few throughout. The two short-handed goals
minutes later Steven Whitney was called aside, BC went 0-for-6 on power plays,
for interferingwith the goaltender,giving while only stopping ColoradoCollege just
Colorado College another power play. once in its four tries.
Down 7-2 after two, Muse was pulled
Jaden Schwartz registered again, his second goalof the night, which reestablished for sophomore Parker Milner, a small

overallplayoffmark includingconference
tournaments.

never lost in an opening-roundmatch-up
under York in his 17 seasons at the helm

of BC hockey.
?I mentioned to them that it?s a oneand-done situation,? York said. ?Colorado
College played at the topof their game and
we weren?t as sharp as we?ve been. It?s been
a long time since we haven?t gotten out of a
regional.It?s going to sting. In two or three
weeks, they?ll look back at the entire body
of work and realize this has been a signature season in program history. Our aim
was much higher. It should sting.?
Colorado College advanced to play
Michigan on Saturday in the West regional
final but lost, 2-1, giving the Wolverines
the bid to the Frozen Four in St. Paul,
Minn. on April 7. n

HOCKEY NOTEBOOK

Whitney, Gibbons, and Muse finish with two titles and 102 wins

Chris lee
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Muse (1) allowed seven goalsin his final game,but he will still go down an all-time greatat BC.
we were really trying to get the third
one this year.?
Though their careers now complete,
each senior possess a bit of lore that will
remain in the record books for a long

And

BY DJ ADAMS
Assoc. Sports Editor
ST. LOUlS?Friday?s 8-4 loss to Colorado Collegein the NCAA West regional

of a remarkable

semifinal markedthe end
30-8-1 season for the Boston College
men?s hockey team, but perhaps more notably, it was the final game for the Eagles?
three talented seniors: Brian Gibbons,
John Muse, and Joe Whitney.
The 2011 senior class was a special one
for BC hockey, as their overall resume
includes two national championships in
2008 and 2010, three Beanpots, three
Hockey East tournaments, and oneregular
season conference title. The trio won a
totalof 102 games in their careers.
?It?s a terrific group,? head coach Jerry
York said. ?It?s going to go down in the
history of Boston College as one of the
greatest groups of players in one class.
You know, two national championships.

time.
Muse has the remarkable 21-2 record
and a sub-2.00 goals-against average in
postseason play, including an 8-1 markin
NCAA tournament games. His .926 save

percentage this season was a career-best.
Gibbons is one of the greatest assisting

forwards in Eagleshistory, racking up 165
points in his four-year career, with 109 of
them coming on passes. The Braintree,
Mass., native scored four short-handed
goals this season, and will certainly be
remembered for his brute physicality
despite standingat only 5-foot-8 and 165
pounds.
Whitney, the captain and leaderof the
2010-11 squad, was a prolific postseason
scorer, registering 30 points (10 goals, 20

assists) in 24 career playoff matchups. He
finished with 142 career points.
For both Muse and Whitney, the two
seniors present for post-game interviews,
this loss was a particularly difficult one
to swallow. They had never been on the
ice for a defeat in an NCAA tournament
game.
?It?s not easy coming up here and
speaking with you guys after a loss like
that,?? Whitney said. ?I don?t really have any
wordsto describe what I feel right now.
?We lost the game to a pretty good
team in Colorado College and I guess
that?s the way it goes. You lose one and
you?re out. I don?t really have any words.?
?It?s difficult,? Muse said of the loss.
?We?ve been up here [on the postgame
dais] a lot of times after big wins, but CC
played well.?
For Muse it was a particularly bitter
finale to his collegiate career, as he was
pulled for replacement Parker Milnerafter
two periods in which he allowed seven
pucks to light the lamp.
Despite their negative feelings after
the ugly loss, the courage of Muse and
Whitney to take questions from the media afterward was heralded by York as
demonstrativeof the immense maturity
his seniors possess.
?Our two seniors with us here tonight,
they have had an incredible run through
regular seasons, and NCAAs with Boston College,? York said. ?We?re extremely
proud of them.It?s one thing to come down
here when you have a trophy and you are
excited, but it?s also important that they
also come down here afteran atypical loss
like this. I?m very, very proud of them.?
Special teams struggles
Throughout the 2010-11 season, BC
was a premier leader in special teams
performance. The team?s power play
converted 24 percent of its opportunities,

which contributed largely to having the
third-ranked offense at 3.92 goals-pergame coming into this weekend.
The Eagles also excelled while being
downa skater, as theirfourth-ranked penaltykill included 13 short-handedgoals as
an addedbonus.
On Friday, though, BC failed to convert a single power-play opportunity into
a tally on the scoreboard, going 0-for-6.
Also,instead of being the team that shuts
down opposing squads? man advantages,
the Eagles gave the Tigers four chances
and yet could only prevent them from

alex trautwig/ heights

Brian Gibbons (left) and Joe Whitneyformed a formidable first line with juniorCam
scoring once.

when scoring four

?We knew they were excellent [on]
special teams,? York said. ?We were just
unable to contain and win those special
team battles.??
ColoradoCollegehad only scoredthree
shorthanded goals all season, yet found a

season.

way to put two pucks past Muse in one

game.
?Certainly the two short-handed goals
were really difficultfor us to accept,? York
said.
Had BC?s special teams performed
per usual, the end result could havebeen
entirely different.
Odds and ends
Before Friday?s

game, BC

was 19-0-1

or more

editor

goals this

Colorado College?s two goals in the
second period that were 15 seconds apart
were its fastest turnaround between two
scores all season.
The loss was the first opening round
defeat for a York-coached BC team. In his
17 years here, the Eagles had advanced to
at leasttheir regionalfinal in everytournament appearance.

SophomoreforwardBrooksDryoffwill
stillbe making a trip to the Frozen Four in
St. Paul, Minn. on Apr. 8, as he is one of
eight finalists for the Hockey Humanitarian Award, given to collegehockey?s ?finest
citizen, who gives back to their community
in the true humanitarian spirit.? n
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Hometown pitcher reaching his potential in final year at BC
yuk, said Leonard?s decision to stay ?was
one of the most important things for our

BY ROBERT T. BALINT
Heights Staff

team.

?It was good for him to come back, he?s
improved a lot. He?s been our most effective guy,? Bayuk, who hails from Foxboro,

There?s lot
said for hometown
loyalty.Playing for your area means something: wearing the colors of where you
grew up is a whole lot more motivating
than throwing on the jersey for someone
who pays you the most. Money talks. Especially in professional sports. Just look
at Johnny Damon. Looks like Jesus, acts
like Judas, throws like Mary?or so the
Sox fans say.
Not so for JohnLeonard. Despite offers
from schools like Connecticut, Maryland,
and Duke, the Massachusetts native
stayed loyal, stayed home.
?I grew up always wanting to come to
[Boston College],? he said. ?I?d come to
basketball and hockey games as a kid. I
a

to be

knew that it was a great institution.?
Another plus is that the Eagles play
in the ACC, which is full of quality opponents. So far this season, Leonard has
been the Eagles? most effective weapon
against conference rivals, recently pitching eight innings of three-hitball against
Maryland on March 20, and before that
holdingthen-No.4 Florida State to one hit
through six innings. Although he picked
up his second loss of the season yesterday
to Virginia Tech, Leonard struck out three
and allowed just two earned runs in 4.2
innings of work.
?You don?t just roll out of bed and
dominateACC teams,? head coach Mike
Gambino said of his resident ace. Now
in his senior year,Leonard is making the
most of hisfinal campaign as an Eagle, and
making the most of everyframe.
The right-hander grew up in Hanover,
just over half an hour south of downtown
Boston, and began hurling early on. He
pitched for Hanover High, earning a 22-4
record and a microscopic 1.00 ERA over
four years. The listof local accoladesgoes
on and on: All-Scholastichonors from the

Boston Herald and the Boston Globe, a
two-time Eastern MassachusettsAll-Star
and Patriot League MVP, to name a few.
After capping his high school career with
a 7-1 record and a 0.48 ERA, a campaign
that earned him the Brockton Enterprise
player of the year award, Leonard took
his play to the next level, and headed to

Chestnut Hill.
?It?s tough, you don?t know all the guys
on the team,? hesaid abouthis first season.
?You?re a new guy.?
Leonard had to work for a starting

said. The two have known each other since
early on in their baseball careers, first
pitching against each other back when
they were just 11 years old. ?He?s a good
kid. He expects perfection. He leads by

example.?

Gambino was well aware of Leonard?s
importance to the team, and what his experience would bring to the rotation.

?I started on a Monday,? the first-year
skipper said, ?and Wednesday I met with

him. We were a ballclub that really,really
needed him.? He issued a challenge that
struck a chord with thedissatisfiedhurler:
?I told him that I think he hasn?t reached
his full potential. I told him, ?Let?s go find
out how good you can be.??
Leonard was sold. He hit the weights,
took care of conditioning, and bought into
Gambino?s challenge.
?I?m a lot more prepared than I ever
have been,? he said.
?He had thereputation before this year
of being the guy who is not as dedicated
to his preparation as he could?ve been,?
Gambino said. ?From what we?ve seen
here, he?s been an absoluteworker.?
The extra effortthatLeonard has put in
this year is clearlypaying off, as this year is
shaping up to be his best yet as an Eagle.
Although this season will come to a
close in a few months, the next step is still
there?the 2011 draft. Gambinohas high
expectations.
?He?s going to be a guy that?s going to
Alex trAutwig / HeigHts editor

Leonard, a Hanover, Mass. product, is finally starting to shine in a BC uniform after having three years of up-and-downperformances.
and work he did, winning three of
his starts and one in relief duty to finish
with four wins over 14 appearances. He
finished his first year with a 4-0 record
and a 5.27 ERA. Clearly, the new kid had
talent.
?Coming in sophomore year, I was
projected to be the Friday starter, and
ended up pitching Saturdays,? Leonard
said. Although he looked sharp in the
summer, pitching in Winchester, Va., he
hit something of a sophomore slump, gospot,

ing 1-5 over 12 starts.
?It wasn?t the season I wanted to have,?
he said.

A season later, Leonard had another
setback:rotary cuff tendonitisin his right
shoulder.The doctorsprescribedrest, ice,
and rehab, but all the junior wanted to do
was stay on the mound.

?It was the worst thing for me, because
I wanted to be playing,? he said of his time
on the shelf. The shoulder was cleared
around the halfway point of the 2010
season, and Leonard made eight starts,
finishing with a 2-3 record.
?It was really good to come back and
be with the guys and on the road again,?
he said.

Although newly reunited with the

Eagles, another team came calling for
Leonard thatsummer?the San Francisco
Giants. Selected in the 36th round of the
Major League Baseball draft, the righthander had a decision to make: stay with
BC for one more year, or advance to the
next levelfor a shot at The Show with a
paycheck in hand. Leonard decided he
had some unfinished business to take
care of.
?I haven?t really had a good season [as
an Eagle], as far as my standards go,? he
said. ?I wanted to finish what I started.?
Leonard stayed home, stayed loyal.

One of his teammates, pitcher Nate Ba-

go out anddominatethe lower levels,? the
head coach said. ?Once you get to Double
A, anything can happen. You?re a phone

call away from the big leagues.?
Not until next year, however. At this
point, Leonard?s main goal to bring a
conference title back home to BC. He
faces his last year more preparedthan ever
before, and with extra motivation, this being his final season wearing maroon and
gold. Leonard?s decision to return to the
Eagles was of ?enormous? importance, as
Gambino put it.
As for the other ACC teams, seeing

John Leonard?s nameon the lineup sheet is
far less exciting, as the hometown hurler?s
loyalty, dedication, and talent are enough
to give any opposing batting order a collective headache. n

Bayuk and bullpen pitch their way to ACC series win over Tech
Baseball, from B1
The BC bats remainedquiet throughthe game, as they could only muster
three hits in the loss. The offensefinally
came alive in the fourth inning, although
it was short-lived. Marc Perdios hit a
single up the middle, stole second, and
later scored on a Matt Watson single.
On Saturday afternoon, Nate Bayuk
was nearly flawless, allowing just one
hit in seven innings of relief to lead the
Eagles to a 2-1 victory. The senior improved to 3-2 on the season and lowered
his ERA to 3.77.
?He was unbelievable,? Gambino
said of Bayuk. ?He was fun to watch.
His stuff was crisp, he moved his fastball to both sides of the plate, he had a
really good feel for his changeup. He
was getting a lot of swings and misses,
and ugly swings with soft contact off
that changeup. He was able to use his
curveball and cutter to keep them off
balance as well.
?That?s the guy that we think he is,
out

and that we think he can be this year.
We hadn?t seen that the last couple of
outings. It was good to see that back,
cause I think he has a chance to be re-

ally good.?
The long outing for Bayuk was important for the entire pitching staff,
as he allowed the bullpen to rest their
arms, especially since the Eagles are
already short on healthy pitchers.
?That seven-inning outing is not just
one win,? Gambino said. ?It?s one win,
but it?s alsowhat it doesfor our bullpen
to rest guys and make them availablethe
next couple of days. It?s huge.?
Perdiosknocked in both runs for BC
on a two-run single in the fifth inning.
Brad Zapenas started the rally whenhe
singledwith one out, one of his four hits
on the day. Andrew Lawrence followed
that with a single of his own, before
Watson walked to load the bases. Perdios then came through with the single
to bring home Zapenas and Lawrence,
giving the Eagles the 2-1 lead that they
wouldhold for the rest of the game.

For the first 6.1 innings of Friday
night?s game, the BC pitching staff
held Virginia Tech hitless, en route to
a 5-3 win. Gambino used a bullpen by
committee in the game, as eight pitchers combined to make up the nine innings. Lawrence, Geoff Oxley, Hunter
Gordon, Steve Green, and Dave Laufer
pitched the first six innings of hitless
baseball.
Garret Smith closed the door in the
ninth, getting the last two outs and earn-

ing his fourth save of the season.
?The thing that we keep talking about
with our pitching staff is ?Just do your
job. Whenever your number gets called,
come in, execute your pitches, come out,

and let the next guy come in.? That was
the ultimate example,? Gambino said.
?There was one point, I was looking
at the scoreboard and I?m thinking, ?Are
we going to no-hit this club? What?s
going to happen now, a no-hitter with
nine pitchers???

Anthony Melchionda sparked the
offense for he Eagles, as he hit his first

home run of the year in the first inning,
going to the opposite field for the tworun bomb. He came through again in
the third inning with an RBI single up
the middle to make it 3-0. Melchionda
finished the game three-for-four with
three RBIs and two runs scored.
?To have him get going this weekend
is huge,? Gambino said. ?He can really,
really hit. It?s just a matter of when can
we get him opportunities with runners
in scoring position.?
No more runs were scored until the

bottom of the eighth, when the Eagles
tacked on two more insurance runs that
would prove to be the difference in the
game. Watson knocked in Lawrence
on an RBI single to make it 4-0. Smith
knocked in the fifth run on a fielder?s
choice before he took the moundin the
next half inning to get the save.
The series was played at Bill Beck
Field at the University of Rhode Island,

due to poor field conditions at Shea
Field. This weekend, theEagles hope to
have their true home opener against the

University of Miami.
?I can?t wait to play on our home
field, to play in the Birdcage,? Gambino said. ?Miami?s going to come up
here, they?re use to playing in these
cathedrals, and they see the Birdcage

Miami?s going to come
up here, they?re use to
playing in these cathedrals, and they see the
Birdcage and they don?t
know how to handle it.
and they don?t know how to handle it.
Plus, when that ramp gets going, and
the students are out there on the ramp
and in the stands, it?s a great home-field

advantage.? n

2011 NFL draft may have new feel for Castonzo and Herzlich
BY CHRIS MARINO
?Now, with the first pick in the draft,
the Carolina Panthers select ??
Every year,NFL fans watch excitedly
as some of their favorite college athletes
are added to theirfavorite professional
team. This day will stand as one that
each playerwill rememberfor the rest

of his life.
Arriving in New York alongside his

family. Creating relationships with some
of the fellow stars of his draft class. And
then, of course, there is that moment
of truth. Bear-sized men take on the
look of nervous middle-schoolstudents,

waiting for their names to be called.
Finally they receive a phone call from
their respective new team?s coach or
owner, congratulating their new recruit
and welcoming them to the program.
Only moments later, the news becomes
public and commissioner Roger Goodell
congratulates the NFL?s newest member,
not only for his acceptance into an elite
class but also for years of hard work,
dedication, and sacrifice.
Except, not this year.
A fewweeks ago, due to conflicts
between the NFL Players Association
(NFLPA) and NFL owners, the draft
class of 2011 was asked to forgo attending this year?s draft ceremony. This
would, in the eyes of both the NFLPA
and NFL players, show a united front

between current players and players of
the future.
A case can be madefor both sides.
The NFLPA works hard to obtain and
maintain the rights of its players. This
season, it is looking to hold on to certain player rights like health insurance.
These players wouldbe showing great
strength and support for their future
NFL brethren by avoiding the draft

Herzlich, winner of the ACC player
of the year in 2008, has become a symbolic figure of hope. Missing the entire
2009 season with Ewing?s sarcoma, a
form of bone cancer, the linebacker
faced a tough comeback.It?s hard
enough to beat cancer, let alonebeat
cancer and come back to play football in
one of the toughest conferences in the

ceremony.
On the flipside, some have viewed
the NFLPA?s request for rookie draft
picks to avoid the draft ceremony as inappropriate. The players association has
become an iconic villain this offseason,
as many feel it is tearing apart future
seasons, and, in this case, putting unnecessary pressure on young men.
Boston College has two big-name
players looking to go early in this year?s
draft: offensive tackle Anthony Cas-

to

tonzo and outside linebackerMark
Herzlich. Both players have a skill set

and intangible qualities beyond their
play on the field.
Castonzo, an expectedfirst-round
pick, is certainly worthy of an invitation
to the draft day ceremony. Although he
is believed to be a solid NFL prospect,

he has also epitomized the idea of a
student-athlete.Majoring in biochemistry, Castonzo has received numerous
academic honors, including The Anne
and Gerald B. Healy Scholarship for
AcademicExcellence.

country. Herzlich did both, returning

the field in 2010 and starting all 13
games.
These two Eagleplayers are only
a couple of the many prospects looking to be drafted next month.Both are
standup citizens, thekinds of players
we can look to as role models. Castonzo
and Herzlich have worked diligently
their entire lives. Now, on a day when
their work and the work of their fellow

rookies should be honored, they are being asked to take one for the team and
stay home.
The fact is that these are two players
who, despite deserving the glory of draft
day, will stay home and stand up for the
rights of theirfuture teammates and
opponents. It?s honorable, but it?s a lot
to ask of these young men whose efforts
have all gone to this day. These two in
particular are thekinds of characters
who have gone above and beyond the
usual athletes, whether it be remaining
focused in the classroom or battling a
life-alteringdisease.
As Darren Woodson recently said on

Andrew Powell / HeigHts stAff

Castonzo (middle) and other NFL hopefuls have been put in a toughspot for the 2011 draft.
NFL Live, ?I look at it and say, ?Shame
on the NFLPA for even putting these
kids in this situation.? There?s no way

thesekids should have to make a choice
on whether to go to the draft or not go
to a draft or do whatever the NFLPA
wants them to do.?
I completely agree. I understand
the honor in standing up for the rights
of the players, howeverI also feel it is
selfish of the NFLPA and its members
to ask these young men to give up
something that will be a highlight in

their lives.
Regardless of what I, and many other
people believe,players like Castonzo
and Herzlich have the respect and class
to forgo their day in hopes of representing and bringing justice to the players.
It may not be fair, but at the end of

the day, it wouldbe an applauded act
and fortify the stalwartof the players.
ChrisMarino is an editorfor The Heights.
He can be reached at sports@bcheights.
com.
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ATTENTION: BOSTON COLLEGE GRADUATES!
Celebrate with Friends and Family during commencement weekend aboard the elegant Odyssey!
Sunday, May 22, 2011
Board s:oopm I Cruise 6:00 9:oopm
-

Featuring
One-hour cocktail reception with boarding glass of champagne I Three-hour dinner cruise with a three-course plated dinner
Live music for dancing I Keepsake boarding photo I Beer, wine, juice and soda bar I Party Planner rides free
sloo* inclusive per person for groups of 20 or more

RSVP

to

Tim Scott by March 31,

Call 617.603.0846 or email

2011.

TimScott@EntertainmentCruises.com

Cruising year-round from Rowes Wharf.
inclusive prices above include taxes andfees. Menus, times and prices subject to change.
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Work and play are the same for dedicated CSOM professor
John Gallaugher expresses his satisfaction at coming full circle to share his passions with eager students at his alma mater
BY LAUREN GRAY
Heights Contributor
When invitedback to the eighth and ninth floorsof
Edmond?s Hall by two students for dinneras part of
the CSOM Take Home Prof program, John Gallaugher
couldn?t help but notice that the building looked exactly the sameas it didwhen he was an RA there some
20 years ago. There was one slight difference: They
recycle now. He marks thisdinneras the moment his
Boston College experiencecame full circle.
Beginning his college experience at Rutgers
University in New Jersey, Gallaugher soon came to
realize that the university?s programs were too big,
and after freshman year most professors didn?t know
his name. As a result, Gallaugher left Rutgers and
during what would have been his sophomore year,
wrote small business software while working at an
Apple dealership.It was through this job experience
that hefound BC. BC endedup being the place where
Gallaugher discovered his passions anddirection for
his future, wherehe was moved by service, and where
he fell in love.
An RA for two years, Gallaugher describes it as
?the most challenging job I ever had.? He was in
charge of 90residentsand was ?the frontline contact?
for students during this period as he found himself
veryinvolved in conflict mediation. He has the utmost
respect for RAs everywhereand found the experience,
while difficult, to be worthwhile.Gallaugher also was
involved in PULSE as a senior at a placement assisting Southeast Asianrefugees and highly recommends

the program.
It wasn?t until his graduate years at BC working
toward his MBA that Gallaugher met his futurewife
while living in the Murray House. They are now happily married and living in Newton with three young
children lan, Maya, and Lily, all future Eagles.
Having studied abroad for two summers in Spain
and the Soviet Union, and studied Russian at BC,
Gallaugher became fascinated by the Soviet Union
and saw great opportunities for business there. His
first job out of grad school was in Moscow for the

Soviet government.

?I had the lowest starting salary of any MBA
from BC because you couldn?t convert the Russian
currency,? he jokes. He then returned to the States
and worked in Pittsburg for a Fortune 50 company
and, in the years following, received his Ph.D. from

Syracuse University.
Upon returning to BC as a faculty member, Gallaugher describes the changes BC made in his time
away from the campus. Higgins was given a facelift,
the stairs besideHiggins and O?Neill became ?million
dollar? worthy, Conte Forum and Vanderslice Hall
were completed (construction began when he was a
student), GabelliHall and Voute Hall appeared,and
a floor was added to Fulton Hall. The one thing that
didn?t change was the Mods. Twenty years ago they
were old and considered temporary housing, too.
Gallaugher is passionate about BC?s mission to
educate the whole person. ?In a Jesuit education,
you get a breadth of knowledge and you need this
knowledge in a changing world,? he says. ?The liberal
arts educationmakes BC and that?s why employers
look here.?
Gallaugher says that in the businessworld it is essentialto think deeply and broadly and it is important
for students to be prepared to encounter things that

the Tech Trek West and BC Venture Competition.
Theseprograms allow students to connect directly
with alumni and, as Gallaugher likes to put it, ??.
gives Boston College students an unfair competitive advantage [in the job market] because no one
else is running a program of our caliber.? Students
involved in Tech Trek West have had the honor of

alum to make it succeed. Although BCVC is very
young, it is one of the best undergraduate venture
competitions in the country. In less than two years,
BCVC has gone on to win competitions at Yaleand
MIT, launch multipleproducts and services, and has
raised over $lO million in capital. Gallaugher says
this program is incredibly rewarding for students.

meeting with BC alum Phillip Schiller, who is the
senior vice president of Worldwide Marketing at
Apple in Palo Alto, Calif. Along with many other
accomplishments, Schiller co-inventedtheiPod and
speaks at every Apple launch. Schiller graduated
from BC with a degree in biology and Gallaugher
uses his story to reaffirm the importance of the

?Venture Competition is a safe place for students to
experiment and take wild risks,? he says. ?There?s
little downsideto failure butlots of upsidein learning from failure and success.?
Some fortunate students might find Gallaugher
around campus sometimes eating a chipotle cheese
steak from McElroy Commons his favorite or
they might catch him at an athletic event sporting
maroon and gold. Either way, while sitting in his
room on the eighth and ninth floor of Edmond?s
some 20 years ago, this dedicated professor could
never havedreamed of the places his life would take
him nor that the impact he would have on others

liberal arts core.
?No one had a program on inventing the iPod,
but one of our graduates was on a team behindthat
and so much more,? he says.
BC?s Venture Competition (BCVC) is an extracurricular activity that calls for students to think
up a business idea before they are paired with an

?

?

wouldbe so great. n

are not yet on theirradarand a liberal arts education
allows this. ?At BC we don?t make hyper-specialists,
we create ?intellectual decathletes.? Our students are
capable of doing a multitude of things and that?s vital
in a worldwhere the rate of change is accelerating.?

Gallaugher has very much taken advantage of
his liberal arts education and has implemented it
in his many achievements throughout the years. He
wrote a textbook,Information Systems: A Manager?s
Guide to Harnessing Technology, for his Computers
in Management class and sells it to his students at a
very low price. The textbook is also availableonline
for free to encourage international use. Since its
publication, Gallaugher has heard from faculty from
Vietnam, Bolivia, and universities around the world
who have used his textbook in class. Most recently,
he has been asked to speak at a university in Nairobi

this summer.

Courtesy

Gallaugher is also tremendously involved in

of John GallauGher

John Gallaugherreunites with former students Bill Clerico, Tyler Gaffney, and Sophia Monroe for a venture.

Goodbye to high school, hello to new opportunities and new dreams
College allows students to build on high school experiences, or relinquish former interests in favor of taking advantage of new pursuits
BY LAUREN RUVO
Heights

Staff

When students begin applying for
college, theyanxiously fill out applications anticipating either acceptance
or rejection. For most college-bound
seniors, when they fill out the application, they list themultitudeof activities
that they participated in throughout
theirfour yearsin high school. However,
this list usually shortens quite a bit
once those students actually go off to
college. The sports star in high school
oftentimes never plays competitively
again. The volunteer fanatic may only
volunteer once or twice a week, if even
that.It?s not as if there is a lack of clubs
for students to join, yet thelist of activities oftentimesdecreases.
?In high school, I played on varsity
basketballforfour years, wrote for the
school newspaper, led retreats, gave
tours as a student ambassador, tutored
students as a member of NHS, and
volunteered through campus ministry,?
Kristin Silhan, CSOM ?l4, says. ?At BC, I
am a greeter in the StudentAdmissions
Program, which is verysimilarto various
roles I had as a studentambassadorin
high school. I really loved retreats in
high school so I hope to leadsome while
at BC, especially since Ireally enjoyed

in high school. ?I don?t play basketball
anymore because ofshoulder injuries,?
she says. ?This year I really wanted to
focus on adjusting to college so I didn?t
participate in nearly as many activities
as I did in high school, but I definitely
plan on joining more clubs as a sopho-

more.?

This dropin the numberof extracurricular activities may have many people
wondering if the activities students
participated in during high school only
served to help buildtheir resumes. ?In
my high school, we were required to

join a certain number of clubs so at
first Itook part in activities to fulfill the
minimum requirement,? Silhan says.
?As I got older,I joined more clubs because I wanted to do more and spend
time with friends who were in certain
extracurricularactivities. Since we had
a requirement I never really thought
aboutwhat collegesthought . I did what
I thought wouldbe a good way to spend
my time.?
On the contrary, some students do
admit to joining clubs, knowing in the
back of theirmindsthat it wouldbetter
theircollege application.?I participated
in some activities for fun, like dancing

48Hours.?

outside of school,? Sarah Finlaw, A&S
?l4, says. ?There were definitely some
clubs that I participated in not only
because I wanted to, but also because

Although Silhan participates inmany
activities on campus, she is notnearly as
involved at Boston College as she was

they would definitely look good on a
college application. For example, NHS
was something thatI participated in. It

provided me with away to volunteer,
through required service hours, while
at the same time being something good
for my transcript, even though I know
that sounds awful.?
College, however, can offer students
the chance to relax and worry less
about getting involved in activities to
boost their resume. ?I think it?s hard
becausebasically everyone at BC came
into freshman year with similar looking
transcripts,? Finlaw says. ?We all got the
same high grades in the same top level
classes and did the same activities that
seemed to be able to get us into college.
Ithinkit?s nice that we are able to come
to BC and actually get involved in things
thatmatterto us likethe Campus School
or theDanceMarathon,rather than only
getting involved in things because it
looks good on a transcript.?
Once the college applicationprocess
is complete and decisionletters have
beenmailed,theactualtransition to college can be very frightening. Incoming
freshmen are often advised to make sure
they get involved with everything they
think is evenremotely interesting. Many
freshmen join clubs that are entirely
new to thembecause their high school
didn?t offer anything of that nature.

?I

am

involved with Appalachia on

campus because there weren?t any big
service clubs in my high school, so this
really appealedto me,? AndrewDeCarlo,
CSOM ?l4, says. By joining new activities, students have the opportunity to

Courtesy

expand their interests, which can be
very beneficial in helping students figure out what path they want to pursue
in their lives.
BC also offersclubs to students that
shed a new light on activities they did
in high school, which makes it easier
for students to leave what they did in
high school behind. ?I?m in a service
club, Learning to Serve,? Finlaw says.?It?s
similarto high school in thatit?s service,
but the main difference is thatnow I get
to serve in Boston. It is very different
to be able to serve in a soup kitchen in
downtown Boston than helping out at
an after school program in suburban

Connecticut.?
Asidefrom service opportunities,BC
offers high school athletes, who did not
make the cut to play on its competitive
Division 1 teams, many different opportunities to continue playing their
favorite sports on either the intramural
or club level.?In high school, I ran cross
country, track, and Iplayed golf,? DeCarlo says. ?I am not good enough to
run varsity at BC and there is not a club

team, however lamstillable to pursue
my passion with golf through the golf

club team at BC.?
Although the University offers many
clubs to students, there is a sense of
loss that some students feel when they
makethe transition from playing at the
varsity level to playing at an intramural
or club level. ?I miss being involved on
varsity sports teams because I miss the

camaraderie that varsity sports give
you,? DeCarlo says.
Silhan also expresses her nostalgia
for the sense of unity she felt as a member of a varsity team. ?I really miss the
team feeling Ihad when playing basket ball,? she says. ?Even though it took up a
huge amount of my time and practices
were exhausting, I had 12 other girls
going through it with me. A lot of my
favorite memories of high school come

from basketball.?
Every fall, BC puts on StudentActivities Day with the goal of trying to get
students more involved with clubs on
campus. ?I don?t really like the set up of
Student Activities Day because I know
I didn?t see every club, so there might
be something that I wouldreally like to
participate in but didn?t know about,?
Silhan says. ?I don?t really have any
specific ideasfor improving it, other
than improving student?s accessibility to learning about every club at BC
would help.?
The dreams that students have in
high school are not necessarily forgotten as soon as they receive their
diplomas, but rather new doors open
and students are intrigued at the possibility to participatein something new.
They never really forget the feeling of
winning the state championship or the
camaraderiethat is built when working
together on a team, but they are able
to form new bonds with new people in
new ways. n

of fliCkr.CoM

Upon entering college, many students feel they can no longerparticipatein the activities they excelled in during high school and are then compelledto find alternative ways of pursuing their interests.
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Cee Lo Green and little bit of profitable censorship

Bouncing
around town

KARL LOCKHART

STEPHEN HABETZ
Like therest of Boston College,my
weekend started this past Thursday. In the
same vein as many, it beganat a bar. But
I feel pretty safe in claiming that unlike
anyone at BC, I spent my Thursday night
watching modelswalk arounda bar wearing
my sister?s clothes while talking a bouncer
out of his decisionto forcibly eject me from
said bar.
Now after reading that first bit, a few

questions have probably come to mind,
not the least of which likely concerns my

sister?s clothes. That question is the easiest
to answer my sister is an ?up-and-coming
designer? (as theposter described), who was
?

featured as the star of a fashion show held
at Market Bar over on Broad Street. The
models were showing off her most recent
designs.
The rest of the story is harderto tell. It
began with an offer to gosupport my sister
in her first big Boston fashion show. I accepted, being the good brother I am. However,
I soon regretted that decisionwhen I got
offeredfree tickets to Sky Zone whichalso
took place on Thursday, but that?d take too
long to explain.
I show up at 21 Broad Street expecting to see a bunch of fashionistas with
crazy makeup. Instead,I see a bar with a
backroomand Vitaminwater everywhere
?

(Vitaminwater turned out to be the sponsor
for the evening).
Ifind my sister, wish her good luck, and
sit down to watchtheBruins annihilate the

Canadians with a few of my sisters? friends.
Just then, a cover band starts playingsome
rock n? roll. The combinationof bar, band,
and Bruins gives me confidencethis will be a
night worthwriting about.
This fades fast when the Bruins game

Driving in a friend?s car with the
radio on as we fly down a two-lane
road towarda New Year?s party outside the city limits so we can shoot
some fireworks and celebrate 2011.
We?re switching stations, trying to

find something good. After flipping
through presets of news, talk radio,
sports, and several country stations,
we hear Cee Lo Green?s beautiful voice
belting out:
?I see you driving ?round town with
the girl I love and I?m like fff ?.?
?They can play this on theradio
here?? I asked my friend with astonishment.
?Yeah. It?s the edited version, of
course,? my friend replied.

?What??
?Yeah you haven?t heard it? Listen.?
?... orget you-00-00-oo!?
Later on, my friends would show
me a hilarious SNL skit mocking the
editing of this very song. A short
debate ensued on the topic of censor-

ship:

?That?s so dumb.People say, ?F??
all the time. I probably hear it at least
once a day at school.?
?But just because people say it does
not mean that I want to hear it. I don?t
want my six-year-oldsister hearing
?f?you? on theradio when she doesn?t
even know what that means.?
?What about the artist then? How
would you like it if you wrote music
and lyrics to an entire song then were
told that it was inappropriate and that
you had to change the titleand the

HE SAID, SHE

chorus if you wanted anyone to be able
to listen to it on the radio or see you
perform it on TV??
?I?m not saying that Cee Lo
shouldn?t be allowed to write and sing
the song. But with technologytoday,
there are plenty of ways to spread your
songs besides the radio and TV. And
if people want to listen to it, they can
buy the music themselves.?
?Okay, but what constitutes obscene? Should they start blanking out
the innuendos in Lady Gaga?s music? It
wouldbe ridiculous.?
And so on. But the question remains: Just how free is our freedom
of speech provided for in the Bill of
Rights? And who is the ?they? that
should decide the extent of our free-

dom?
The ?they? is the Federal Communications Commission betterknown
as the FCC. This agency was set up by
Congress to monitor radio and later
televisionin 1934. Current guidelines
available on its website state the following: ?Obscene material is not protected by the First Amendment to the
Constitution and cannot be broadcast
at any time.?
Well, that?s great, you might say,
but what the hell (or h??) is consid-

ered obscene material?
This is why we have the Supreme
Court to interpret the laws. Over the
years, obscenity has been dealt with in
numerous court cases. So after clarification, the FCC?s guidelinesstate that
content must meet three standards to

be consideredobscene:
1. An average person, applying
contemporary community standards,

go.
After clearing my head and having a
nice chat with a homeless guynamed Carl,

seems right with the world.
That comes to an abrupt endwhen I see a

baldhead pushingthrough thecrowd toward
me. Oh no. Apparentlysomeone had seen
me and thebottle. The bouncer was told,

and what that guy lacked in intelligencehe
made up for in enthusiasm. He tells me that
I?m out, and I can either walkor he?d toss
me.

Long story short, his manager comes
over (a very reasonable woman), I explain
the situation, and I get to stay. The staff starts
paying much more attention to me, but I?m

headed out in about half an hour anyway,so I
don?t mind. My sister is announced next, the
models come out, and after that I?m gone
after antagonizing the bouncer one last time.
?

Stephen Habetzis a Staff Columnist
The Heights. He can be reached at
features@bcheights.com

find that the material,

as a whole,

appeals to the prurient interest.
2. The material must depict or
describe, in a patently offensive way,
sexual conduct specifically defined by
applicablelaw.
3. The material, taken as a whole,
must lack serious literary, artistic,

political, or scientific value.

The FCC also states that ?the
have held that indecent material is protected by the First Amendment and cannot be banned entirely.
It may, however, be restricted in order
to avoid its broadcast during times of
the day when there is a reasonable risk
that children may be in the audience.?
These times of day are later defined to
courts

be between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m. Apparently, Cee Lo can croon ?F?you? after
hours without issue, but I have yet to
hear it on any station.
This brings me to the Supreme
Court?s decision a few weeks ago
on so-calledChristians picketing
at military funerals. For those who
haven?t been keeping up with the case,

Synder vs. Phelps, et al., Westboro
Baptist Church is an independent

church based in Kansas. As The New
York Times reported, ?Westboro
Pastor Fred Phelps and other church
members have protested hundreds of
funerals of military memberskilled
in Iraq or Afghanistan as part of their
religious view that God is punishing
America for its toleranceof gays and
lesbians.? They often carry signs saying ?God hates fags? and ?God hates
America.? Several church members
have been banned from going to England because of their hate speech.

So initially, I was slightly ticked off
when I found out that the Court had
ruled 8-1 in favor of Westboro. It?s
OK to defameand insult homosexuals at the funerals of men and women
who have died serving our country,
but it?s not OK to let an artist perform
his slightly offensive, but well-crafted
song on the radio? Come on unelected
justices, be consistent.
But after I thought it overa little
more, I began to see the reasoning
behind the Synder vs. Phelps decision.
While I, in no way, agree with the
views or actions of Westboro?s members, limiting the voice of any religious
group, no matter how prejudiced
and misguided their opinion, would
provide a slippery slope. In the future,
people with other ideologiesand
beliefs could be censored just because
their ideas are unpopular and do not
fit with current customs of civility.
Eventually, the freedomof speech that
we champion here in America would
become no more than a memory.
But what about Cee Lo? Turns out

it?s not so bad to have to make two
versions of one of your hit songs. It
opens up another audience for your
music and translates into more songs
sold, which means more money. At
one point last month, ?Forget You?
was number two on iTunes, with ?F
You? also in the top 10. So Cee Lo,
looks like the change in your pocket is
now more

than enough.

Karl Lockhart is a Staff Columnist
for The Heights. He can be reached
at features@bcheights.com

I just started dating this guy last week. We?ve known each other for
a while, but I?m hesitant to start something new just two months before
we?re about to graduate. Is it worth it to start a relationship now if we?re
about to go our separate ways? I really like him, but I don?t want to
make saying good-bye at graduation any more difficult than it already is.

to

I head back to Broad Street. (He had a great
baseball cap on that he offered to sell me. I
would have acceptedbut I didn?t want lice,
so I told him no.)
I went to enter the barwhen I got
stopped by this guy wholooks likeBishop
from Waiting. This guy was the worst
bouncer ever. He asks me for ID in between
reading and sending a text. I tell him I?m
here to support my sister in herfashion
show and he lets me in.
I go in to see that my sister is the next
designer to come up. I sit downand find a
beer waiting for me. Apparently my sister?s
friends don?t suck as much as I thought. I
sit down, the band is playing again, and all

must

SAID

ends and I realize that none of my sister?s
friends want to buy me any alcohol. I?m
sitting in a bar and I?m the only one not
drinking anything. Even theband was taking
a break just then to get a drink.I go out for
some fresh air, since it?s a whilebeforethe
show starts and my sister is the last designer

for
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ALEX TRAUTWIG

Early goodbyes

I don?t thlnk that It?s worth gettlngtoo caught up In
the future, especlally when It?s so uncertaln wlth anew
person. Sure, you?ll both be graduating in a few months
(we can only hope) but why should that stop you from at
least trying to be with someone? Senior year in both high
school and college is a bittersweetentity because it?s the

end of something great and the start of something that
could be even greater.But new experiencesalways bring trepidation, and this case is no different. My feeling is that, if you feel
strongly enough about this person to even consider giving it a real
shot, you absolutelyshould. Getting too caught up with the future
can cause you to ignore what?s happening at the moment and you
might be missing a great opportunity with this new person. Not to
mention, even if it didn?t work out post-graduation, couldn?t it be
fun to finish off your college years with someone you really like?
Maybe I?m being unrealistic with this, seeing as how I?m not a senior yet, but if it?s going to make you happy, even just for the short
term, it?s worth it. Additionally,the concept of ?going our separate
ways? is a difficult one to graspbefore it even happens. Who knows
what?s in store for either of you right after school? Of course, this
all would seem rather irrelevant if one of you is planning to go to
Africa for six months with the Peace Corps immediately following
graduation, but short of that, I feel it?s a definite possibility to maintain the relationship assuming it even lasts that long. Just go with
it and see what comes of it; you won?t know until you try. Maybe
you?ll discoverbefore graduation that it just wasn?t meant to work
out, or perhaps you?ll discover that being with this person makes
you really happy and that it would be worth putting the effort in
even after you don?t live a few doors down from them. With cases
like this, it can often be detrimental to think so pragmatically about
it, factoring things like graduationinto the equation. As with other
things senior year, if it?ll make you happy, go for it.

Alex Trautwig is an Editor for The Heights. He can be reached
at features@bcheights.com

thIs Is a tough one but It?s also a pretty classIc
second semestersenIor year questIon. Most seniors
want to spend their last months at BC with their closest
friends, enjoying the end of college life before real responsibilities set in. This is the time of year when most
seniors start to feel like they have to take advantageof
everyBC and Boston activity they?ve been meaning to
?

JULIA WILSON
do for years. Bucket lists on Mod wallsmake you really
hear that clock ticking. And so the two-monthmarch toward graduation continues on with trolley planning, Commencement Ball dress

purchases, and trying to make every last minute count. It starts to feel
incredibly important that you make it to Mary Ann?s every Tuesday
(and it starts to feel incrediblyinsulting when you see juniors clogging
up the Hoop Fever line). You actually feel guilty if you miss Wednes-

day night trivia with friends, or grilling out on a nice day in the Mods.
As more and more seniors? plans for next year become final, you
start to wonderwhen you?ll be able to see that friend who?s moving
across the country next. I?ll stop now, because I?ve started to freak
myself out. When it comes to second semester senior year relationships, there?s a fine line between throwing caution to the wind, and
the other extreme of thinking about it way too much. So what if we?re
graduatingin a couple of months? Even if you and this guy are living
in different time zones come summertime, it doesn?t mean that you
can?t enjoy yourself in the here and now. On the other hand, becoming
emotionallyinvested with someone new at a time that?s alreadypretty
emotionalmight not be the best for your overall mental health. Senior
year can be stressful enough, and that?s without throwing a new relationship into the mix. Even if you?re one of those people who?s had a
job since September, there?s still a lot of uncertainty about where the
coming years will take you. Fortunately, that uncertainty can go both
ways ? closer to a relationship with this new guy, or on a different
path. Either way, enjoy yourself now and don?t stress too much about
what may or may not happen in the future.

Julia Wilson is a Senior Staff Writer for The Heights. She can be
reached atfeatures@bcheights.com

"I don't always write columns
for The Heights, but when I
do, I prefer Features."
Are you the Most Interesting Person
in the World? Then be a columnist
for Features.

Contact features@bcheights.com
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Ways of using modern technology to decrease carbon footprint
Environment and Technology, from 810

is the smart shopper aspect,? McLean says. ?Each
recipe shows you whatingredientsare best to buy organic, or the best ones to get your bang for your buck.
For example, certain fruits have more pesticides than

products of consumers. Additional green initiatives

BC?s campus have been making headway, especially in the department of Information Technology
on

Besides the events of Green Month, less publicized
sustainability initiatives have been made on BC?s
campus among students like McLean that deal with others, which are then better to get organic.?
an aspect of everyday life almost equally pervasiveas
Buying and eating organically,as well as consumfood: technology.
ing more fruits and vegetables rather than meats, al
McLean, an avid cook,has foundaway to combine benefit the environment. Cooking at home with these
her passion forfood with the sustainabilityof technol- recipes also favors a greener lifestyle, McLean says.
ogy. Not only does she have her own food blog, but ?If you eat out, you?re generating 70 percent more
she has also been developingthe marketingfor a new emissions than if you cook at home,? she says. ?This
iPhone app called Truffle Head, a virtual cookbook app promotes home cooking and eating with more
for both novice and intermediatechefs. Its creator is moderate consumptions of the CO2 ?giants,? such as
Deborah Chud, a Chestnut Hill resident and former red meat, which produces the most carbon through
physician, who hasher own healthfood blog called A its production, packaging, transportation,etc.?
Doctor?s Kitchen. To supplement the app, Trufflehead.
Aside from providingreaders with a greener diet,
com will be launched at the end of the month, and it
Truffle Head represents a sustainable application of
can be found on Facebook.
technology in itself. The app is an example of how
?I work mostly on the marketing side doing aesvirtual cookbooks can be a sustainable alternative
thetic consulting, and I create the graphics,? McLean to actual cookbooks, which eventually contribute to
says. ?[Chud] hired me because she believes the app is

geared towardsyoung people, especiallycollege-aged
kids who are just starting to learn how to cook.?
Part of whatTruffleHead aims to teach new chefs is
how to groceryshop and eat in healthier, greener ways.
For each recipe featured in the app, Chud includes a
shopping list that gives its readers advice on how to
be more environmentallyconscious shoppers. As an
additionalresource, on ThursdayApril 7, from 4-5:30
p.m., there will be a cooking demo event for Truffle
Head in Vanderslice Hall?s Cabaret Room.
?One of thebest greencomponents of Truffle Head

Services (ITS).
One of its more visibleimprovements can be seen in

O?Neill Library, which has madethe switch to default
double-sidedprinting in order to reduce the amount
of paper used. ?In fact, ITS has reduced its paper and
toner expendituresby 62 percent,? says Chris Carpenter, director of Service Delivery Systems at BC.
O?Neill?s new printing setting ends up being economical for both the environment and for students.
?Duplex printing is now charged as only one page,
which is good news for students,? Carpenter says. ?It
turns out that the energy used to print on that second
page is actually 15 percent less than it takes to print a
whole new page.?
ITS and its vendors alsomakesure thatBC recycles
100 percent of products in theircomputer replacement
programssystems, including toxic computer batteries.
?No laptop goes in the trash,? Carpenter says.
Regardless of how efficiently the University uses
technology or how well it recycles laptops, however,
using technology does have a catch. Despite the apparent advantages of using technology for a greener
wayof life, it actuallypresents an issue on its own that
affects the environment. For what technology makes
up for in material waste, it uses up in power demand
and data storage.
?Technology can also, however,leave a huge carbon
footprint,? says Meg Lister, vice president ofEcoPledge
at BC and A&S ?ll. ?The daily carbon footprint of the

material waste in away that electronic apps do not.
?Using technology is [also] a more efficient way to get
informationout,? she says. ?It?s the new wayof creating
a cookbookand a huge advantageof that is reduction
of paper waste. You get more access [with an app],
and today we are more likelyto be on our computers

searching for recipes rather than searching through
the cookbooks in our house.?
Not only is technology helpful, but it also plays
an important role in mitigating the human impact
on the environment. Technological advances have
developedin ways that can abate the physical waste

world?s Google searching is equivalent to flying a jet
around the world 90 times,? she says. ?Computers,

laptops, printers, phones, and other technologiesuse
a substantialamount ofenergy,andthis impact is often
ignored. We need to concentrate on the complexsystems of technologyproduction and use to go green.?
It is for these reasons that EcoPledge teamed up
with Belgrave Trust, a sustainable living organization thatfunds an offset program to make aluminum
laptops carbon neutral. The programs support activities that actually take carbon out of the environment,
such as planting trees or composting. Belgrave Trust
focuses on laptops because almost all students use
them, and they account for 5 percent of the world?s
carbon emissions. Since Belgrave Trusts recognizes
that the use of laptops is inevitable, they sell stickers
for Macs that support their carbon-offset projects in
order to ?neutralize? their consumers? laptops.
At $lO each, EcoPledgebought 40 stickers, which
is equivalent to $4OO toward the Belgrave Trust carbon-offset projects. Each sticker accounts for the
carbon-equivalentof using a laptopfor four-plus years.
?Belgrave Trust is trying to bring this initiative to an
individuallevel by having consumers support reduction [of greenhouse gas emissions] elsewhere in the
world instead,? says Elizabeth Barthelmes, president
of EcoPledge and A&S ?ll.
Even though Belgrave Trust?s projects happen
around the world, plenty of initiatives happen at BC
each day that allow students to assume a more personal
role in helpingtheenvironment, or to take a closer look
at how technology impacts one?s

surroundings. n

HUMOR

Looking at the downside from a brighter alternative angle
eyesore in the middle of campus!
What away to save money on an alarm clock!

HILARY CHASSE
Too often, humor is used to mock, deride,
chastise, and ridicule: generallytaking down various
aspects of life on this planet in a series of so-called

observationsabout thetediumof day to day life.
And too often, I have been one of them, jeering on
the sidelines as the likes of airlinefood and doctor?s
offices takea searing blowfrom the acid tongue of
some would-be comic. But no longer will I sit idly by
as these negative nancy?s take over the discussion. I
will see the glass half-full! Here is the upside of some

possibly frustrating situations.
It?s 30 degrees and almost April, New England
has the worst weather this side of the ice planet
Hoth!
Well, here?s the chance to use one of your 27 pashminas to cover up and continue to grind your Uggs
into oblivionuntil they disintegratewith the last
blustery gust of March?s lion-like breeze. Also, think
of all those winter pastimes that you still have time

trip to the frog pond during the
Christmas rush? What better way to welcomeLady
Spring than a perfectly executed triple lutz!
The construction is a loud and inconvenient
to pursue! Missed a

And there?s no need to schlep down to the Plex (only
to take the bus back to Upperafter
tisk tisk) when
the dailymaze thatleadsfrom CollegeRoad to class
will provide ample cardio. And watching the construction of Stokes allows the campus to witness the
miracleof life right in our own back yard: metallic,
massive, expensivelife.
We didn?t get an eight-man, our collectivelives
?

are over!

Sure, being surrounded in a tiny and poorly
furnished room by seven of your best friends (soon
to be sworn enemies) is a timelesstraditionfor college students near and far. And, of course, living on
Lower Campus offers residents easy access not only
to the Plex, Corcoran Commons, and Hillside Cafe,
but also the majority of your fellow Eagles, especially
those currently roosting in Mods.Let?s not forget

about the disgustingly delicious dining options
housed just across the street even thinking about
a brownie sundae is enough to make my mouth
drool. I?m sorry, what was I thinking positively
about? Oh, College Road, right. You?re on your own
with that.
Meatless Monday is so unfair: I?m not a tree-hug?

ging vegetarian!
Take advantageof the lack of non-rubbery meat
options by fasting on Mondays. It is Lent and Jesus
would appreciate you perhaps shutting your trap
about the meat-thing. I mean seriously, my last meal
consisted of some unleavenedbread and wine of
questionableorigins, so getting pasta one day a week

seems like a fair trade to me guys. Just a thought
from the man who, youknow died to save you from
your sins. So maybe get on boardwith this whole
meatless thing.

My pick time was terrible again, the world is out
to get me!

Yes, that?s it! The computer that randomly assigns
your pick time is harboring a grudge. Maybe it heard
about that time you spilled Sprite on its Dell relative.
Maybe it takes offense at your classics major?s lack
of interest in the technology that allows it to thrive.
Maybe it just doesn?t like your last name too much,
what?s it to you punk? Now you?ll take your 5:30 p.m.
pick time and like it (little does the vengeful processor know that all the while you?ll be plotting to stalk

portal like a leopard, come September).

Hilary Chasse is an Editor for The Heights. She
can be reached at features@bcheights.com
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MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE THIS FALL
Interested in international development?Thinking about working abroad afteryou
graduate?Then get hands-on experienceand start making a differencenow! This fall
you're invited to work on green initiatives,child health and education, women's rights,
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THE GREEN

GOINGFOR

BLacK§erry
of locallygrown,fair trade organic food, and A&S ?ll.
One of the most visible Green Month activities was ?Meatless Monday,?
an event co-sponsoredby Dining Services and the UGBC. In an effort to
help the environment and to make students conscious of how the food
industry factors in, the dining halls offered exclusively vegetarian options.
The meat-freefeast drew praise and increased awareness, but also resulted

BY JULIETTE SAN FILLIPO
For The Heights

Today,it seems that justabouteverythinghas a ?carbon footprint.? Carbon
dioxidesneaks into the atmosphere as a result of even the smallest things,
from using laptops to eating certain meals. To combat this, Boston College
students and the University itself are pioneering ways to make day-to-day in confusion and frustration.
tasks ?greener.?
?Meatless Monday created a buzz, which was, in away, good because it
In the past few weeks, BC has expanded its green initiatives on campus had people askingthings like, ?What is this about?What doeswhatwe eat have
to do with going green??? McLean says. ?I thinkmaybe this sort of response
in light of the sustainability-focused Green Month this March.
?The themeof this year?s Green Month was definitely collaboration, is what will help people get educated. Any press is good press.?
[and] I think it?s going great, especially with Dining Services,? says Anabelle
McLean, president of Real Food BC, a club thatpromotes the consumption
See Environment and Technology, B9
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Immersed in the longstanding Until the warm weather arrives,
tradition of Jesuit culture I?ve got springtime on a cloudy day
BY KRIS ROBINSON
Features Editor
Editor?s Note: This article is the first
in a three-part account of the interaction between students and Jesuits on
campus
Boston College is one of 28 Jesuitcolleges and universities located in 19 states
across the United States. According to the
Association of Jesuit Collegesand Universities (AJCU) website, the shared goal of
these 28 institutions is to provide an excellent education to develop competent,

compassionate, and committedleaders
in the service of the Church and society.

Like the other 27 institutions of higher
education in the AJCU, BC highlights its
Jesuit, Catholic tradition as one of the
core parts of its identity as a university.
Part of this tradition is the presence of
Jesuits on campus.
To say the Jesuits had an influence
on BC wouldbe a gross understatement.
Over the course of the University?s history, a number of prominent Jesuit brothers have contributed to BC?s mission and
tradition in visibly concrete ways.Notable
past membersof the BC community who
might be familiar, if not because of their
accomplishments than certainly because
of their last names, include Rev. John
McElroy, S.J., the founder of BC, Rev. John
Bapst, S.J., BC?s first president, and Rev.
Robert Fulton, S.J., BC?s first dean.
While these past Jesuit contributions

the university are deserving of enough
recognition, the continued work and
impact that Jesuits have on the BC community today are noteworthy. According
to the BC website, there are somewhere
around 54 Jesuits on campus who work in
to

various offices and departments around
campus, serving as members of the administration, faculty, and staff. BC?s Jesuit
community offers students, faculty, and

staff different opportunities to enhance
their spiritual lives. Among the services
they help to put on include weekend
retreats, spiritual counseling, and daily

liturgies in St. Mary?s Chapel.They reside
in four different places around campus:
St. Mary?s Hall, Barat House, Roberts
House, and Ricci House. They also have
roles in the classroom, teaching several
classes, some related to theology and
some not.
It?s uncommonfor a student, throughout their time here at BC, to not encounter a priest at one point or another. While
a select few get a chance to interact with

University President Rev. William P.
Leahy, S.J., all freshmen who attend first
year orientation know of Fr. Joe Marchese, directorof the Office of First Year
Experience (FYE), who, while not a Jesuit,
is a prominent figure on campus. The
range of interactions that students have
with Jesuits on campus is representative
of the flexibility the BC administration
offers when it comes to students and
their involvement in activities related to
the school?s Jesuit affiliation. It?s entirely
possible for a graduate or undergraduate to, over their period of time at BC,
not form any type of relationship with a
Jesuit. Each student?s interests, level of
involvement, and availability,is different
and whathe or she doesmay not coincide
with what a Jesuit does. There are also,
however, students who form intimate
relationships with Jesuits as a result of

springtime, especially on the Boston
College campus. For a university with
such diligent students, over the past

BROOKE SCHNEIDER

Yesterday I walked into the locker
room of the Plex and my attention was
immediately drawn to the sound of

the fan whirring above my head. What
followed were flashbacks of the humid
days spent in the late spring last year
when four fans in one dorm room provided the only semblanceof relief from
the sweltering heat.
Memories began to arise of my attempts to study outside of CLXF for my
brain science final exam, only to have
my efforts thwarted by the spring breeze
ruffling my papers; weaving through the
crowdsof students on Upper Campus
tossing footballs and Frisbees as I made
my way to my 4:30 p.m. class; when going to Bapst meant not finding my own
cubby in the lower level,but finding a
spot on the lawn to do some reading;
and making the annual trip to Macy?s

few months we?ve spent more than
enough time slouched over on chairs
in the librariesand confined in the
dismalclassroomsof Carney Hall. It
only makes sense that we are looking
forward to the days when we can study
on the grass while simultaneously
acquiring the tan we?ve been longing
for, congregate outside Hillside Cafe
with our pina coladas (unless that?s
just me?), and smell the smoke coming
from the grills in the Mods. Higher
temperatures also call for a wardrobe
change, enabling us to sport the new
spring clothes we received for Christ-

practically, to not have
about putting pants over our
shorts for the journey to the Plex or
losing our standard black pea coat at
an off-campus party. I simply cannot wait until the sunlight streaming
through my bedroomwindowdoes
not trick me into believing that it is,
in fact, warm outside, as it does now.
Warmer weather aside, there?s also the
fact that the days are longer, which
means that our night classes do not
offer window views of a dark sky and
that there is more flexibility as to when
we can safely run around the Reservoir.
The fact that the sun doesn?t set until
mas, and, more
to worry

time spent with them both in and out of
the classroom.
Several BC groups and organizations
place students with Jesuits together in
an environment where they have the
potential to work and learn from them,
or as some Jesuits might say, where they

to purchase some new shorts for the

have the potential to work and learn
from each other. While the administration makes it clear that participation in
religiously affiliatedevents is not manda-

days until they arrive for good.Knowing
that such splendor awaits us, I want to
get you all excited so that we can give

off our homeworkbecause ?it?s not
even dark out yet, I have all the time in
the world,? resulting in that carefree,
lackadaisicalair that is so characteristic of the season. Are you getting
excited yet?

tory for any student, these students make
the conscious decision to do so. Getting
involved with Jesuits on campus in some

the real start of spring the welcome that
it deserves. And now, I present you with
my best attempt to evoke nostalgia, and
with it, anticipation for the months to

And even then, when this time
finally arrives and we are actually
living amidst the springtime spirit we
had been awaiting, we are abuzz with

come.

anticipation for even warmer weather.

unable to be overlooked. n

They say that a certain spirit pervades the air around Christmastime,
but I would argue that there is a spirit
equally as contagious that accompanies

The countdownfor summer vacation begins, not because we want to
leave BC, but because we are excited
for the impending months and what

capacity doesn?t necessitate participation
in activities consistent with the Catholic
tradition, but their presence in the spiritual programsoffered at BC is something

warmer weather.
For over a month, nature has been
teasing us, allowing us to believe that
these days are here once more. Despite
what the current temperatures may
have us believing, it?s only a matter of

7:30 p.m. gives us permission to put

Putting high school in the past
INSIDE FEATURES
Read about the challenge faced by students that were unable to pursue their high school

they might bring. For the lucky souls
like me, who are fortunate enough to
live within a 30 minute drive of the
infamous Jersey shore, visions of long
days spent at Belmarbeach dance in
our

we anticipate what this
summer anthem will be for those

heads as

year?s

drives downthe Parkway, windows
down, sunglasses on the physical
manifestation of the word ?carefree.?
Not to downplay the appeal of spring?

time in itself, but part of the joy of
springtime lies in the fact that summer
is all the more closer, and for many
people, that?s the ultimateend.
I hope that, at this point, you are
squirming in your seat, whereyou have
been cooped up all day, just longing
to enjoy the soon-to-arrive springtime
air. Until those days appear, however,
we must not lose hold of our excitement because there is nothing worse
than accepting the reality of a cold,
cloudy day. Signs of spring will make

themselves visible to you whether you
are looking, or not, you just have to be
in the right place, at the right time. Go
outside. Talk a walk around the Reservoir. Browse through that Facebook album from ?Summer ?10!!? Put on some
tanning oil or sunscreen even if you?re

staying inside. Listen to the beloved
anthems of springs and summers past
you know which ones I am referring
to. (For me, they range from the very
literal ?Ocean Avenue,? by Yellowcard
to the less literal, but still meaningful
in terms of the memories attached to
it, The Click Five?s ?Just The Girl.?)
Before we know it, our shorts
?

and T-shirts will haveresumed their
desired position atop our winter
clothes in our storage bins and we will
be basking in the ambienceof a sweet
spring day.

Brooke Schneider is the Asst. Features
Editor for The Heights. She can be
reached atfeatures@bcheights.com
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